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LOT #

Auction Policies1

1st appearance and death of Wonder Man, later resurrected. CGC
graded. Off-white to white pages.

Avengers #9 CGC 7.0/1st Wonder Man2

Classic story about an atomic bomb that was originally meant to be
published in Superman #34 but was delayed due to government
intervention resulting from heightened security during World War II.
The first page of the comic book depicts Lex Luthor unleashing a
weapon of mass destruction on Superman with the following text:
Now It Can Be Told. Due to wartime censorship restrictions on
subjects dealing with Atomic experiments (see Time [Magazine],
Aug. 20 1945, p. 72 and Newsweek, Aug 20 1945 p. 68), this story
was not previously released to the public. You'll understand why as
you read about the astounding weapon that Superman's ancient
foe, Luthor, turns loose against a city in..."The Battle of the Atoms!"
VG condition.

Superman #38 (1946) Controversial Atom Bomb Issue!2a

1st appearance of the Swamp Thing. Bernie Wrightson art! GD+
condition.

House of Secrets #92/1st Swamp Thing!3

Full short box of comics starring the Justice League in a Justice
League themed short box! Graphic box is used. Wear, including
missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be
present. Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. It includes various incarnations of the iconic superhero
team, all modern. Comics are overall VF to NM, with though some
may grade lower. You get all pictured.

Justice League Short Box3a

#327 is the debut of Batman costume with yellow chest emblem.
#327 is VG, #294 and #316 are GD+.

Detective Comics #294/316/327 Yellow Chest Emblem3b

#94 is the 1st appearance of Agatha Harkness and the first
mention of the name Franklin Richards.#94 is GD+, #90 is VG,
#91 is FN-,  minor stains on all.

Fantastic Four #90/91/94/1st Agatha Harkness4

LOT #

Iconic cover art by Neal Adams inspired by Detective Comics #31
(1939). VG-/VG condition.

Batman #227 (1970) Key Neal Adams Cover!4a

6 comics. All of them are Superman vs. Flash Races. Includes
Superman #199 (1st race, VG condition), Flash #175 (2nd race,
VG condition), World's Finest #198 and 199 (3rd race, parts 1 and
2, FN condition), Adventures of Superman #463 (5th race, NM
condition) and DC First #1 (6th race NM condition.).

Flash vs. Superman Race Lot/Superman #199 + More5

39 vintage WORKING game cartridges. Superman, Star Wars,
Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi, Dig Dug, Boxing, Dig
Dug, Centipede, Pitfall and many more. You get all pictured. Some
of the cartridges have sticker wear as pictured. The Star Wars
games come with instruction booklets.

Atari 2600 39 Video Game Super Lot6

1st appearance of the Black Cat (Felicia Hardy). VF/VF+ condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #194/1st Black Cat!6a

3 Silver Age issues. #86 has an awesome Doctor Doom cover! #86
is FN-/FN with some stains, #87 is FN-/FN, #88 is VG+ with stains.

Fantastic Four #86/87/887

#354 is the 1st appearance of Dr. Tzin Tzin. #356 is the 1st full
appearance and origin of the Outsider, revealed to be Alfred after
his death and resurrection. #354 is GD, #356 is GD+, and #337 is
GD+.

Detective Comics #337/354/356 1st Outsider7a

#127 is the 1st appearance and origin of Titano. Fair to GD range.
Superman #114/116/127 1st Titano!8

Curt Swan cover art. #122 is VG, #124 is GD+/VG- with moisture
damage back cover.

Superman #122 + #1249

Full short box of comics from publishers like Valiant, Image,
Aardvark Vanaheim, and more! Precise quantity not counted and
can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with
some grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box9a
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#10 is the first headlining Man-Thing title feature. #11 is the 1st
appearance of Jennifer Kale, a sorceress well-versed in the
magical arts and Thog, a powerful Hell Lord. VG- to FN condition
stains.

Adventure Into Fear #10/11/12/15/17 Key Man-Thing10

First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team appearance of the
Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda. NM condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977) Jack Kirby!10a

These issues feature the ghost of Lois Lane and Superman's
brother? Zal-El. This issue (#132) featured a meeting with Batman
and Robin at his Fortress of Solitude, Superman gets the idea to
load his Univac Computer with everything he knows about Krypton
and ask it to computer what would have happened if Krypton never
exploded. The machine came up with an alternate history in which
Jor-El and Lara had a second son named Zal-El. Unfortunately, this
imaginary brother to Kal-El would die tragically with Jor-El and Lara
when a rocket they are flying in space crashed landed on a
magnetic meteor and exploded. A monument to the dead family
was later built by Futuro, a super-powered being who befriended
Kal-El. #129 is VG, #132 is GD+/VG- with back cover damage.

Superman #129 + #132 Superman's Brother Zal-El11

#358 is the first appearance of Spellbinder. Carmine Infantino
covers. #358 is GD+, #360 is GD+, and #361 is GD.

Detective Comics #358/360/36111a

Boba Fett, Jabba's throne room, a blaster and some parts and
pieces from the micro collection series. Nice shape with little play
wear. The blaster has been tested, but is not working.

Vintage Star Wars Action Figure and More Lot12

Superman joins the army! #135 features a Superman, Superboy
AND Superbaby cover! Both VG-.

Superman #133 + #135 Superboy and Superbaby!13

8 late Silver Age/early Bronze Age issues.  VG- to VG range with
stains.

World's Finest #183-187 + #189/190/19314

#136 features an alien cover. #138 is an early Titano appearance.
#136 is Fair/GD-, #138 is VG.

Superman #136 + #138/Titano Appearance15

#365 has a Joker (house) cover. #369 is the first team-up of
Batgirl, Barbara Gordon and Robin, Dick Grayson. #365 is GD,
#369 is GD+, both with spine roll.

Detective Comics #365 + #369/1st Batgirl/Robin Tea15a

#140 is the 1st team appearance of the Bizarro Family, Bizarro
Supergirl and the origin of Bizarro Jr. This issue also debuts Blue
Kryptonite, provides Bizarro with immense power to the point of
combustion VG- condition.

Superman #139 + 140/1st Bizarro Family/Supergirl16

LOT #

7 comics and 5 magazines. Lot includes #1 (x2),2,7 and 8 of the
Curtis Magazine as well as #2-8 and the #1 Giant-Size from the
Marvel series. Fair to GD+ condition.

Doc Savage Bronze Age Comic/Magazine Lot/Marvel16a

5 late Silver Age/early Bronze Age issues. #226 is the 1st
appearance of the Ten-Eyed Man. VG- to VG with moisture stains.

Batman #210/212/214/215/22617

Captain America leather coat, size large. Excellent condition!
Captain America Leather Coat18

Full short box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy18a

#143 has a fantastic Bizarro meets Frankenstein cover! VG-/VG
condition.

Superman #141 + #143/Frankenstein/Bizarro19

#371 is the debut of the 1960s Batmobile (TV show design). #385
features Batgirl on the cover. #371 is GD+ with loose centerfold,
#379 is Fair to GD-, #385 is GD+, and #374 is VG-.

Detective Comics #371/374/379/385 1st 60s TV Batmo19a

#144 has cover art feature Superman, Supergirl and Krypto!
GD+/VG- condition.

Superman #144 + #145 Supergirl + Krypto App.20

#387 celebrates the 30th Anniversary of Batman's introduction.
This issue includes a reprint of Batman's first appearance in
Detective Comics #27 - a censored version, redrawn to omit the
image of a murder victim with a knife in his back. #387 is in
FN+/VF- condition, #389 is NM-, and #399 is FN+.

Detective Comics #387/389/394 Batman's 30th Annive20a

#3 is the death of Dakimh the Enchanter. #1 has an original story
plus reprints. VG- to VG with stains and moisture damage.

Giant-Size Man-Thing #1/2/321

#149 features the "Death of Superman" story written by Jerry
Siegel -non-continuity story and the 1st appearance of The Flash
aka Barry Allen in the Superman title. #148 is VG, #149 is Fair/GD-
with non-story page missing and extra staples.

Superman #148 + #149/Death of Superman!22

1st appearance and origin of the Falcon, Sam Wilson, the first
African-American superhero in mainstream comics. FN/FN+
condition.

Captain America #117/1st Falcon!23

#395 is the first collaboration between Neal Adams and Dennis
O'Neil on the Detective Comics title. #395 & #397 are VG, #401 is
GD+ with missing bottom staple.

Detective Comics #395/397/401 1st Adams/O'Neil23a
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LOT #

5 figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages. Packages
have light to moderate shelf wear.

Star Wars 12 inch Scale Figure Lot24

12 comics. Lot includes Secrets of Sinister House #5,6,12,16,17
and Forbidden Tales of Dark Mansion #6-10,12 and 13. Secrets of
Sinister House #5 is continued from Sinister House of Secret Love.
VG- to VG range.

DC Horror Bronze Age Lot Dark Mansion/Sinister Hou25

When the World Forgot Superman, The Super-Creature from
Krypton and The Robot Master!? VG- and VG+, respectively.

Superman #150 + #151 + #15226

#153 features an appearance by Phantom Zoners. #154 has a
great Mxyzptlk cover and Krypton's first Superman backup story.
#155 features an appearance by real-life Italian Argentine
professional wrestler, Antonino Rocca WWE Hall of Fame class of
1995 member. VG to VG+.

Superman #153 + #154 + #155/Mr. Mxyzptlk27

#404 has classic cover art by Neal Adams. #406 is the 1st
appearance of Dr. Darrk, the first leader of the League of
Assassins. #407 is the 1st appearance of Francine Langstrom as
She-Bat and the 3rd appearance of Man-Bat. #404 is GD/GD+ with
replacement staple. #4063 is GD- with rusted staple and moisture
damage. #407 is GD+.

Detective Comics #404/406/407 1st She-Bat27a

16 comics. Includes Journey Into Mystery #1-6, Beware!
#1,2,4,5,6,8 and Tomb of Darkness #9,10,11 and 13. Journey Into
Mystery is the 1st appearance of Death as a cosmic entity,
co-created by Jim Starlin. GD+ to VG range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Horror Lot/1st Death28

#157 is the 1st appearance of Quex-UI, Kryptonian poacher. #156
features and appearance by Supergirl and Kypto. VG to VG+.

Superman #156 + #157/Supergirl29

Box lot with vintage paperbacks. Titles like Conan, Indiana Jones,
Rambo, and more. You get all pictured. Books are complete, but
have varied shelf wear.

Movie/TV Vintage Paperback Book Lot30

#158 is the 1st appearance of Than-Ol, Kryptonian scientist and
Superman disguises himself as Nightwing and Jimmy Olsen as
Flamebird. VG/VG+. #159 has a bottom staple pop.

Superman #158 + #159/Nightwing + Flamebird31

5 issues feature Neal Adams and Mike Kaluta covers. GD+ to VG
overall.

Detective Comics #408/419/421/423/426 Adams/Kaluta31a

#1 is the first Man-Thing solo title and the 2nd appearance of
Howard the Duck. #3 is the first appearance of Foolkiller. VG- to
VG+ range.

Man-Thing #1/2/3/10/11/14 2nd Howard the Duck!32

LOT #

1st appearance and cover of Talia al Ghul, daughter of Ra's al
Ghul. VG condition.

Detective Comics #411/1st Talia al Ghul!32a

Issue #162 features a one-time appearance of Superman-Red and
Blue. Superman-Red marries Lois Lane and moves with her to New
Krypton, and Superman-Blue weds Lana Lang and remains on
Earth where he devotes his life to science.  VG to VG+ range.

Superman #160 + 161 + #162/Superman Blue/Red33

Circe gives Superman the head of a lion in issue #165. #166
features an imaginary story about the sons of Superman. #164 is
FN-, #165-166 are VG.

Superman #164 + #165 + #166/Sons of Superman!34

#121 is the 1st appearance of Man-Brute. #217 is the 1st team
appearance of S.H.I.E.L.D Super-Agents: Blue Streak, Falcon,
Texas Twister, Vamp, and Marvel Man, later becomes Quasar.
GD+/VG- to VG+ range.

Captain America #114/121/125/199/204/217/21835

Covers by Mike Kaluta, Nick Cardy and Dick Giordano. #428 is
GD+, #433 is Fair, and the lot is overall GD to VG.

Detective Comics #428/429/431/433/434/43635a

Figures, card set, ornaments, pea dispenser and more. You get all
pictured. All items are in new condition. The Kingdom Come
Superman has some package wear as pictured.

Superman Toy/Collectibles Box Lot36

Full short box of comics from publishers like Valiant, Eclipse,
Comico, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and
from GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get
all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box36a

1st cameo appearance of Vril Dox II, a clone of Brainiac and the
1st appearance of Tharla, the future wife of Lex Luthor. #167 is
VG, #168 is VG- with subscription crease.

Superman #167 + #168/1st Vril Dox II/Brainiac37

#169 features a great Bizarro cover. VG to VG+ range.
Superman #169 + #171 + #172/Bizarro38

13 late Silver Age/early Bronze Age issues. Includes
#215-219,223,229,230,239,240,246,247 and 252. A couple of the
issues are giant-size. VG- to FN- range.

Superman Group of (13) #215-25239

#437 is the reintroduction of Manhunter, Paul Kirk, previously
appeared in Adventure Comics #92 (1944). #441 is the 1st
appearance of Lt. Harvey Bullock. #437 is VG, lot is overall GD+ to
VG.

Detective Comics #437/438/439/440/441/44239a
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#175 features and imaginary story in which Lex Luthor is
Superman's brother. VG to VG+ condition.

Superman #174 + #175 + 17740

#178 is the debut of Red/Gold Kryptonite, causes temporary
amnesia. VG to VG+ range.

Superman #178 + #179 + #180/1st Red/Gold Kryptonit41

Figures, a mug, ornament, a collector plate and more. Items are in
overall new condition.

Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot42

Lot includes Daredevil #56,57,96, Sub-Mariner #23,40, Godzilla #8
and Nick Fury Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #13. In Daredevil #57,
Daredevil reveals his identity to Karen Page. #56 is the 1st
appearance of Death's Head, Paxton Page. Sub-Mariner #23 is the
1st appearance of Orka. Nick Fury #13 is the 1st appearance and
death of Super Patriot. GD to VG+ range.

Marvel Silver/Bronze Age Comic Lot of (8)43

#443 features the origin of The Creeper. #443 is VG+/FN, #446 is
Fair to GD-, and the lot is overall VG/VG+.

Detective Comics #443/444/445/446/448/45043a

1st appearance of Conan the Barbarian and the 1st cameo
appearance of King Kull! GD+ condition.

Conan the Barbarian #1/1st Conan!44

#182 is the 1st appearance of the Toyman in the Silver Age. VG to
Fan range.

Superman #182 + #183 + #185 + #186/1st Toyman45

Lot includes #3,4,5,7,8,11,12,13,16,19,25 and Giant-Size Werewolf
#2 and 3. #3 is the 1st appearance of Dragonus, a demon in the
employ of Chthon who could be summoned by a Darkhold spell
from a different dimension. #13 is the 1st appearance of Topaz and
Taboo.  VG- to FN- range.

Werewolf by Night Group of (13) #3-25 + Giants46

#189 is the origin and destruction of Krypton II created by Jor-El.
#187 is an 80-page giant. VG- to VG range.

Superman #187 + #188 + #189/Krypton II47

#452 features unnamed cameo appearances by Stan Lee and Jack
Kirby as members of The Crime Exchange. #457 is the 1st
appearance of Dr. Leslie Thompkins, a close friend of the Wayne
family. #453 is VF, lot is overall in the GD+ to VG+ range.

Detective Comics #451/452/453/455/456/45747a

Box lot with vintage paperbacks. Most have really cool art covers!
You get all pictured. Books are complete, but have varied shelf
wear.

Sci-Fi Mystery + More Vintage Paperback Lot48

#193 is an 80-page giant. VG- to VG+ range.
Superman #190 + #191 + #192 + #19349

LOT #

#60 is the 1st appearance of Sauron. #62 is the 1st team
appearance of the Savage Land Mutates, natives of the Savage
Land, genetically altered by Magneto. #60 is VG/VG+, #62 is VG+,

X-Men #60 + #62/1st Sauron50

#194 has a death of Lois Lane imaginary story. #195 features a
Superman/Supergirl/Krypto/Kandor cover. VG- to VG+ range.

Superman #194/195/196/197/198/Supergirl51

#469 is the 1st appearance of Doctor Phosphorus. #463 is the 1st
appearance of the Black Spider and the Calculator. #468 is the first
use of the iconic 'bullet' DC logo on a Detective Comics cover.
#470 is the 1st appearance of Silver St. Cloud, a romantic partner
of Bruce Wayne. #469 is FN+, lot is overall FN+ to VF+.

Detective Comics #461/463/364/468-470 1st Dr. Phos51a

#201 has an iconic Superman quits cover. #202 is an 80-page
giant with a Bizarro cover. #204 is a Neal Adams cover. Overall
VG-/VG condition, #203 is GD with moisture damage.

Superman #200/201/202/203/20452

#54 is the 1st appearance and origin of Alex Summers (Havok).
#56 is the first appearance of Alex Summer as Havok and the 1st
appearance of the Living Pharaoh, later becomes the Living
Monolith. This issue also has iconic cover art by Neal Adams. #54
is GD+/VG-, #56 is FN.

X-Men #54 + #56/1st Havok/Living Pharoah53

New in package. Made by Resaurus in 1999.
Speed Racer Mach 5 Play Set54

#205-208 are Neal Adams covers. #207 is the 30th Anniversary
issue (80-page giant). Filler to VG range.

Superman #205/206/207/208/209 Neal Adams55

#471 is the 1st appearance of Hugo Strange in the Modern Age.
#474 is the 1st modern appearance and cover of Deadshot. #471
is VG+, #474, #472 and # 473 are VG.

Detective Comics #471-474 1st Hugo Strange/Deadsho55a

#210 and #213 are Neal Adams covers. #212 is an 80-page giant
that features Supergirl. GD+ to FN- range.

Superman #209/210/211/212/21356

#55 is the origin of Angel, as the Avenging Angel. #57 is the 1st
appearance of Larry Trask, son of Bolivar Trask. #55 is VG, #57 is
VG with stains.

X-Men #55 + #57/Angel Origin/1st Larry Trask57

#216 features a Joe Kubert cover. #217 is a giant issue. Overall
VG to VG+, #217 is GD+.

Superman #214/215/216/217/21858

Classic story titled "The Laughing Fish". VG+/FN- condition with
stains and some moisture damage.

Detective Comics #475/Joker - The Laughing Fish St58a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Kingdom Comes #1-4 complete set (VF+/NM condition) and 2
copies of Batman the Dark Knight Returns #1 (2nd printings,
NM-/NM).

Kingdom Come #1-4 + Dark Knight Returns #1 (x2)59

#477-478 is the 1st cameo and full appearance of the third
Clayface, Preston Payne. #476 is a classic story titled "The Sign of
the Joker". #483 is the 1st appearance of Maxie Zeus. #476 is
GD+/VG-, #477 is VF, #477 is VF, #478 is VG+/FN, and #483 is
FN+.

Detective Comics #476-478+483/1st Clayface + Joker59a

New in package. 48 inches tall! Light up features still work! 2016,
Jakks Pacific.

Batman 4-Foot Tall Figure! Big-Figs60

13 comics. Lot includes Atom #42,43,45, Aquaman #45,46,47 and
Brave and the Bold #83,84,85,106,119 and 140. Brave and the
Bold #85 is the debut of Green Arrow's new costume.  VG to FN-
range.

DC Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot Key Green Arrow61

#4 is the 1st appearance of Abel, brother of Cain and House of
Secrets caretaker. #29 is the origin of the Justice Society of
America. #29 is VF+/NM-, #16 & #21 are Nm, and the lot is overall
VG- to VG.

DC Special Group of (9) #1-29 w/Keys62

Solo stories featuring Man-Wolf begin. This issue also features the
1st appearance of Agent Simon Stroud. VG-/VG condition.

Creatures on the Loose #3063

#526 is Batman's 500th appearance in Detective Comics (pin-up
poster by Bob Kane included). Overall FN+/VF- to VF+.

Detective Comics #499/512/526/529-531/534/535/540/63a

Includes #84,93,95,99,100,102-105,109,110,114,117,122,123 and
130. #100 and #103 have famous Bernie Wrightson covers. VG to
FN- range.

DC House of Secrets Group of (16) #84-13064

#220 features a Flash cover. #222 is a giant issue. #225 is FN+,
overall VG- to VG+.

Superman #219/220/221/222/223/224/22565

Hard to find Batman jewelry based on the 1960's Adam West
show! Good shape with some light wear. A couple of the pieces
have the original cardboard back.

Batman 1960s Jewelry Lot66

#226 features a Superman as King Kong homage cover. #227 and
232 are giant issues. VG- to VG+ range.

Superman #226/227/228/229/230/231/23267

10 Copper Age issues with appearances by Nocturna, Catwoman,
Black Canary, Green Arrow, Two-Face and more. VF to VF+/NM-
overall.

Detective Comics #543/544/547/556/557/559-561/563/67a

LOT #

Lot includes #10,20-26,28-35 and 37. #10 is the 1st appearance of
Tannarak, a master alchemist. VG to FN range.

Phantom Stranger Group of (17) #10-37 1st Tannarak68

#234-237 feature Neal Adams covers. VG- to VG+ range.
Superman #234/235/236/237/238 Neal Adams69

1st appearance of Tomar-Re, mentor to Hal Jordan and other
Lanterns. CGC graded. Off-white pages.

Green Lantern #6 CGC 4.0/1st Tomar-Re70

#174 is the 1st appearance of Crypto-Man. #200 is the Ragnarok
issue. VG- to VG overall.

Thor #172/174/176/190/191/191/20071

10 issues. #576-578 feature McFarlane covers. #570 has cover art
by Alan Davis featuring the Joker and Catwoman. #570, #575,
#577, and #578 are NM. #576 is NM-. Lot is overall VF+ to NM.

Detective Comics #568-571/573-578/Full Year Two Se71a

9 paperbacks and 6 hardcover books. Overall nice shape with
some general shelf wear. You get all pictured.

Star Wars Hardcover/Paperback Lot72

Full short box of comics starring SBatman, Superman, and more!
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.
Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from GD- on up to
NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box72a

#243 has an iconic cover by Neal Adams. #239 is a giant issue.
GD+ to VG overall.

Superman #239/240/241/242/243/24473

#249 is the 1st appearance of Terra-Man and his horse, Nova.
#245 is a 100 page super spectacular. #247 includes an
appearance by the Guardians of the Universe. VG to VF range.

Superman #245/246/247/248/249/250/25174

6 Silver Age issues! #162 is a Galactus origin issue. #163 is the
2nd cameo appearance of Adam Warlock. #169 is an origin of
Galactus issue, specifically when he was Galan of Ta, prior to him
becoming Galactus. Annual #2 has a great Thor vs. Destroyer
cover. GD to VG overall.

Thor #151/157/162/163/169 + Annual #275

#585 is the 1st appearance of Ratcatcher. #585 is VF+/NM-. Lot is
overall VF+ to NM.

Detective Comics #579/580-582/585-590 1st Ratcatch75a

#252 features an iconic wraparound cover by Neal Adams and is a
100 page super spectacular. #252 is GD+, lot is overall VG to VG+.

Superman #252-260/Classic Neal Adams Cover76

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

#261 has cover art by Nick Cardy featuring Star Sapphire. #268
has a Batgirl appearance and cover. #272 is an 100 page super
spectacular. #261 is GD+, lot is overall VG to FN.

Superman #261-275 Star Sapphire77

Action figures, puzzle, ornaments and a collectible figure/pendant.
Items are new in packages.

Superman/Wonder Woman Toy/Collectibles Lot78

32 vintage Archie and related comics. You get all pictured. Life with
archie #42 is the 1st appearance of Archie as the superhero
Pureheart. Filler to VG range.

Archie Vintage Comic Book Lot79

#592 is the 1st appearance of Cornelius Stirk. In issue #604, the
identity of Lady Clayface revealed to be Sondra Fuller. VF+ to NM.

Detective Comics #592-594/596-600/604-60779a

#276 is the 1st modern appearance of Captain Thunder, an
alternate timeline version of Captain Marvel who made very few
appearances. This is a reference to the Fawcett Ashcan version of
Captain Thunder. #278 and #284 are 100 page super spectacular
issues. Batgirl makes a cover appearance on issue #279. The
cover on #281 seems to have been inspired by the cult movie
Zardoz starring Sean Connery. Overall VG+ to FN, #276 is VG.

Superman #276-286/Captain Thunder80

Why did we include Kamandi #29 in this lot? Well, in Superman
#295, Superman loses his costume in a battle with "Father Time"
and must travel 1,000 years into the future to fight for it with a
caveman who has claimed it and who has all Superman's powers.
His presence left a permanent legacy upon the planet. Superman is
actually Kamandi's great ancestor from an alternate timeline. VG to
VF range.

Superman #287-299 + Kamandi #2981

Includes the following 6 Giant-Size issues: Defenders #3, Chillers
#1, Creatures !, Super-Villain Team-Up #1 and Dracula #2.
Giant-Size Creatures #1 is the 1st appearance of Tigra, formerly
Cat. Giant-Size Chillers #1 is the 1st appearance of Lilith, the
daughter of Dracula. Giant-Size Defenders #3 is the 1st
appearance of Korvac. GD+/VG- overall.

Marvel Giant-Size Bronze Age Lot of (6) Keys!82

1st full appearance of HIM, later named Adam Warlock. GD-
condition with heavy moisture damage.

Thor #165/1st HIM (Adam Warlock)83

Lot includes #613,616-618,621-624,627,645,649,650,652-656, and
659-666. #654 is the 1st appearance of The General, becomes
Anarky. VF+ to NM.

Detective Comics Group of (25) #613-66683a

LOT #

Model #4191. Made in 2009 by Rubie's. New in package. Package
and mask have some dust from storage.

Darth Vader Two-Piece Molded Mask84

The origin of Superman is retold in issue #300. #303 is the 1st
appearance of Albert Michaels, later becomes the Atomic Skull.
#308 is the first use of the iconic 'bullet' DC logo on a Superman
cover. #310 is the 1st appearance of the second Metallo.  #300 is
VF, most are FN+ to VF+ with some as low as VG and others as
high as NM-.

Superman #300-316/Origin Retold85

In issue #1, the story is considered the inspiration for Heap,
Swamp Thing, Man-Thing and other swamp based characters. #2
is the 1st appearance of the Invisible Man in Marvel comics. #1 is
VG-, #2 is VF, #4 is VG+, and #6 is VG-.

Supernatural Thrillers #1/2/4/6 Marvel Horror (19786

#317 has an iconic cover by Neal Adams. #323 is the 1st
appearance and cover of the Atomic Skull. #317 is NM, #323 is
VG+, and the rest are overall VG+ to VF range.

Superman #317-330/Neal Adams/1st Atomic Skull87

Lot includes #667-669,675,678,685,690,697-700(2 different
covers), 701-703,709,710,712-714,730,739,746 and 747. VF+ to
NM.

Detective Comics Group of (24) #667-74787a

#331 is the 1st appearance of Master Jailer, an engineer of traps
and an escape artist. Appearances by Bizarro, Mxyzptlk, Supergirl
and more. VG/VG+ to VF range.

Superman #331-35088

#18 is the 2nd appearance of Whitney Frost as Madame Masque.
Janice Cord (Tony Stark's girlfriend) dies in issue #22. VG- to FN
range.

Iron Man #18/22/24/29/40 2nd Madame Masque89

Lot includes: 3-D Warner Brothers store wall art, a 13" x 19" wall
plaque featuring the cover art for Superman #233, The Complete
Superman Collection DVD box set, Superman (1950's) the first
season DVD set, a 15 inch figure from 1988, stickers, clothing, and
more. The items are in overall new condition. The Warner Brothers
art has a few nicks and scuffing on the wood frame, the 15 inch
figure is missing his cape and has some paint wear.

Superman Toy/Collectibles/DVDs Lot90

#365 and 366 have fan letters by Todd McFarlane published in the
Metropolis Mailbag. FN to NM- range.

Superman #350-37491

Lot includes #750-761,771,781,793-796,798 and 799 as well as
Annuals #8 and 9. VF+/NM- to NM.

Detective Comics Group of (22)#750-799 + Annuals #91a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

25 consecutive issues! Appearances by Supergirl, Lex Luthor and
more. FN to NM- range.

Superman #375-39992

#12 is the 1st appearance of the Controller. #14 is the 1st
appearance and death of Night Phantom. #15 is the 1st
appearance of Alex (Niven) Nevsky, later becomes the third
Crimson Dynamo. VG to VG+ with stains.

Iron Man #12/14/15 1st Controller93

#400 is the milestone 400th issue with foreword by Ray Bradbury.
#423 has the classic story written by Alan Moore "Whatever
Happened to the Man Tomorrow" part 1 with the 1st cameo
appearance of Jonathan Elliot, the super-powered son of
Superman and Lois in an alternate reality where the Clark Kent
identity was revealed and changed to Jordan Elliot. VF to NM-
range.

Superman #400-42394

29 comics. Includes
#4,5,21,81,82,83,100,137-143,153-160,,168,170,190,197,199,200
and Annual #7. #4 and 5 are the 1st cameo and full appearance of
Hitman. #82 is the first battle of the Punisher versus Kingpin.
Spider-Man gains cosmic powers in issue #158. #200 is the Death
of Green Goblin, Harry Osborn. Includes early Cloak and Dagger
appearances. VF- to NM- range.

Spectacular Spider-Man Group of (29) #4-200 +95

Lot includes
#800,801,809,811,814,818,825-830,833,834,836-839,841,843,844,
and 853-856. NM- to NM overall.

Detective Comics Group of (25) #800-85695a

By Paul Levitz. Published by Taschen. Still sealed. Cellophane has
some tearing, but this has never been opened. In 1935, DC Comics
founder Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson published New Fun #1,
the first comic book with all-new, all-original comic material. Over
2,000 images are reproduced to bring the storylines, the
characters, and their creators to vibrant life as they've never been
seen before. Telling the tales behind the tomes is 35-year DC
veteran Paul Levitz, whose in-depth essays trace the company's
history, from its pulp origins through to the future of digital
publishing.

75 Years of DC Comics Oversized Book w/Box96

Lot includes #114,118-123,125,126,129 and 147. #147 is the 1st
appearance of Victor Volcanum, an explorer imbued by a volcano
with powers. GD+ to VG+ range,

Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen Group of (11) #114-14797

12 comics. Includes the first issue of the McFarlane Spider-Man
series (still sealed in polybag), Web of Spider-Man #70 (1st
Spider-Hulk), Web of Spider-Man #7 (hulk cover),
Spider-Man/Storm/Power Man PSA promo comic, Spider-Man and

Spider-Man Collectible/Key Comic Lot98

LOT #
Batman (x2), Spider-Man Adventures #1 (holofoil cover), Amazing
Spider-Man #14 (Wizard Ace Edition), and all 4 issues of the One
More Day story arc. Overall NM-/NM with one as lowe as FN.

#106 is the first reprint of The Amazing Spider-Man #129 (1974),
the Punisher's first appearance. Lot also includes #108, 117, ,128,
141, 146-148, 167, 172, 180, 181, 191 ,200, 212, 213, 216 ,250,
264 and 265. VG+ to VF+ range.

Marvel Tales Group of (20) #106-265/1st Punisher99

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr.,
Mary Marvel, and Doctor Sivana since the Golden Age. #2 is the
introduction of Mr. Mind and Mr. Tawky Tawny to DC Comics. #8 is
a reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the first appearance of
Black Adam. #1 is VG+, #2 is VG+, #8 is VG+, and the lot is
overall VG+ to FN.

Shazam #1/2/4-10 (1973) w/Keys!99a

Lot includes #89,-94,97,98,101,103,105,117 and 133. VG- to VG
range.

Superman's Girl Friend Lois Lane Group of (12) #89100

Lot includes #21,25,26,27,30,31,32,38,50,51,55,63,65,66,75,80,98,
and 105. The origin of Spider-Man is retold in issue #75. #98 is a
reprint of The Amazing Spider-Man #121, the death of Gwen
Stacy. Overall VG- to FN with at least one GD mixed in.

Marvel Tales Group of (18) #21-105101

53 VHS tapes. Includes episodes
#2-29,32-34,38,39,42-46,50,52-56,66,67,68,74,76,77-79 and the
Generations movie. VHS tapes are in nice shape with little wear.

Star Trek TOS + Generations VHS Lot/53 Tapes!102

Iconic Neal Adams cover! The Living Pharaoh becomes the Living
Monolith, later becomes the Living Planet. This issue also features
part of the Angel origin story. FN+ condition with some stains.

X-Men #56/Key Living Pharaoh!103

Lot contains #0, #1 (standard and
newsstand),424-485,488,489,491,493-495,500,507,508,512,514,51
6,520,521,523,525,526,545-547,549,551-554,550-560,600,607,614
,625,628,631,632,643,645,648,649, Annuals #1-3, 5,6 and the
#1,000,000 issue. #463 is the 5th Superman vs The Flash (won)
race. VF to VF+/NM- overall.

Adventures of Superman Group #424-649 + Annuals103a

12 Bronze Age Marvel horror/sci-fi comics. Chamber of Darkness
#4 is the 1st appearance of Starr the Slayer, a Conan the
Barbarian prototype introduced to test market interest in a sword
and sorcery property. This issue was also the first cover
collaboration of artists Marie Severin and Bill Everett who signed
their artwork as "7EV" a combination of their last names. Also
included is Where Creatures Roam #7, Worlds Unknown #1,-3,
Weird Wonder Tales #3,5,7 and Monsters on the Prowl #19,22,24,
and 27. VG- to VG range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Horror Lot/1st Starr the104

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Includes #2,4-8,11,13,15,17 and 18. Highlights include: #2, a
reprint of X-Men #1. #11 is a reprint of Amazing Spider-Man #16,
first meeting of Spider-Man and Daredevil. GD+ to VG overall.

Marvel Tales Group of (11) #2-18105

#136 has cover art by Sheldon Moldoff featuring the Joker. #136 is
in GD condition, #142 is fair with foxing, brittle pages, and tape
repairs.

Batman #136 + #142/Joker (1960)106

Included are issues #377,378,,380,428,431,432 and 434-437. #428
is the 1st appearance of Black Orchid and ongoing stories featuring
The Spectre begins with issue #431. VG- to VG range.

Adventure Comics Group of (10) #377-437 w/Keys107

Lot of 5 Golden Age Action Comics. Fair to GD- condition with
loose cover, tape, and tears.

Action Comics #190/211/212/213/214 Golden Age107a

Lot of (4) 8 inch scale figures. Superman, Lex Luthor, Green
Lantern and Sinestro. 2009, Mattel. New in packages.

DC Retro-Action Action Figure Lot108

Full short box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, IDW, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy108a

Stories by Bill Finger, John Broome and Ed Herron. #150 is
GD/GD+, #166 is Filler, #167 is VG-.

Batman #150/166/167109

Carmine Infantino covers. #173 is Fair+, #174 is GD, and #175 is
VG-.

Batman #173/174/175110

#22 is the origin of Wonder Girl and #23 is the debut of her new
costume. VG- to VG range.

Teen Tians #20/21/22/23/Wonder Girl Keys!111

#220 was the last Golden Age issue of Action Comics published.
#219 is GD-, #220 is GD-, #222 is GD-, all with  tears and staple
pops.

Action Comics #219/220/222 Last Golden Age Issue111a

#176 is an 80-page giant issue. #177 has a Carmine Infantino
cover. #178 is a Gil Kane cover. #176 is VG/VG+, #177 is Fair to
GD, #178 is VG-.

Batman #176/177/178112

1st appearance and origin of Star Sapphire, Carol Ferris. CGC
graded. Off-white to white pages.

Green Lantern #16 CGC 5.0/1st Star Sapphire113

LOT #

Includes collectible tins, flashlight, glass goblet and more. Items
are in new condition. You get all pictured.

Spider-Man Toy/Collectibles Box Lot114

#79 is one of the first issues of the classic collaboration between
Neal Adams and Denny O'Neil. The other 3 issues feature fantastic
Gil Kane covers. VG- to VG range.

Green Lantern #67/70/71/79 Neal Adams115

#241 is the introduction of the Fortress of Solitude. #Both are GD-.
Action Comics #241 + #244 1st Fortress of Solitude115a

#183 is the 2nd appearance of Poison Ivy. #180 is the 1st
appearance of Death Man, later Lord Death Man. #183 is GD+,
#181 is VG-, and #182 is GD/GD+ condition.

Batman #180/182/183 2nd Poison Ivy116

#186 is the 1st appearance of Gaggy the Clown, Joker's "Robin"
and has cover art by Murphy Anderson featuring the Joker. #185 is
an 80-page giant. GD+/VG- overall.

Batman #184/185/186 Joker Cover117

#5 is the 1st appearance of the Living Mummy. VG- to VG range.
Supernatural Thrillers #5/6/7 1st Living Mummy/Mar118

1st appearance and origin of Bizarro #1. VG condition with notable
wear, including stains and creases, on back cover.

Action Comics #254 (1959)/1st Bizarro!118a

#187 is an 80-page giant. #191 and #192 feature Carmine
Infantino covers. #191 is GD+, #192 is VG-, and #187 is Filler copy
with no back cover.

Batman #187/191/192119

#255 is the 1st appearance of Bizarro Lois Lane. #225 is GD-,
#256 is GD, #257 is GD+, #260 is GD.

Action Comics #255/256/257/260 1st Bizarro Lois La119a

Box lot with vintage paperbacks. Most have really cool art covers!
You get all pictured. Books are complete, but have varied shelf
wear.

Sci-Fi Mystery + More Vintage Paperback Lot120

#193 is an 80-page giant. #194 and #195 feature classic Infantino
covers with Blockbuster and Bag O' Bones (1st appearance).  #193
is Fair, #194 is VG-, and #195 is VG/VG+.

Batman #193/194/195121

Lot includes #381,382,386,387,388,393 and 407. Ongoing stories
featuring Supergirl with issue #381.  VG- to VG range.

Adventure Comics Group of (7) #381-407/Supergirl!122

1st appearance of Streaky the Supercat. VG- condition with foxing
and brittle pages. Shows VG in bag and board.

Action Comics #261/1st Streaky the Supercat!122a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

1st appearance of Havok in costume. FN/FN+ condition with some
stains.

X-Men #58/1st Havok in Costume!123

Supergirl is introduced to the world in issue #285. Classic cover art
by Curt Swan. #285 is GD with loose centerfold, #268 is GD-, #273
is GD+, #284 is GD/GD+ with tape repairs.

Action Comics #268/273/284/285 Key Supergirl123a

All have Carmine Infantino covers. #199 features cover art from
other classic DC Silver Age comics! #196 is VG-, #198 is VG-/VG,
and #199 is VG-.

Batman #196/198/199124

#263 is the introduction of Bizarro World. #263 is VG- with tracing
damage on cover. #264 is VG.

Action Comics #263 + #264/1st Bizarro World!124a

#203 is an 80-page giant featuring the secrets of the Batcave.
#201 is VG-, #202 is VG, and #203 is VG/VG+.

Batman #201/202/203125

Lot includes the deluxe 13 inch figure (#536/5000), Infinite Crisis
Superman and the Superman/Lois Lane boxed set. You get all
pictured. Overall nice shape. The display base is missing from the
Superman/Lois Lane set.

Superman Action Figure Lot126

Irv Novick cover art! #204 is VG, #205 is VG+, and #206 is FN.
Batman #204/205/206127

#287 has a Krypto cover and #289 has a Supergirl cover. #286 is
GD+, #287 is GD- with loose centerfold, #288  and #289 are GD.

Action Comics #286/287/288/289127a

#208 is an 80-page giant that features partial reprints of Batman
#181, (1st Poison Ivy), Detective Comics #359 (1st Batgirl) and
Batman #126 (1st Firefly). VG-/VG condition.

Batman #207/208/209128

3rd appearance of the Legion of Super-Heroes. First meeting of the
Legion and Supergirl. First appearances of Chameleon Boy,
Invisible Kid and Chameleon Boy. VG-/VG condition.

Action Comics #267/3rd Legion of Super-Heroes!128a

#19 is the 2nd appearance of Killraven. Lot also includes
#21,23,24,25,27 and 37. VG- to VG overall.

Amazing Adventures Group of (7) #19-37/Killraven129

#210 features a single appearance by the Feline Furies. VG/VG+
overall.

Batman #210/211/212130

#213 is an 80-page giant and features the 30th anniversary of
Batman and the origin of Robin is retold in this issue. Batgirl make
a cover appearance on issue #214. #213 is GD+/VG, #214 is VG,
#215 is GD-/GD.

Batman #213/214/215/30th Anniversary131

LOT #

#293 features the origin of Comet the Superhorse. All the issues
feature Supergirl stories. #294 is GD+, #295 is VG. #293 is a Filler
copy with missing page at centerfold.

Action Comics #293/294/295 Comet the Superhorse Or131a

4 price guides. #18 is the hardcover edition. Moderate shelf wear
as pictured.

Overstreet Comics Price Guides #15/17/18/19132

Supergirl joins the Legion of Super-Heroes. First appearances of
Sun Boy, Phantom Girl, Triplicate Girl, Bouncing Boy, Shrinking
Violet and Brainiac 5. VG+ condition with subscription crease.

Action Comics #276/Key Legion of Super-Heroes 1st132a

#180 features a classic cover art by Gene Colan and Steve Ditko.
#182 features a Juggernaut appearance. #179 is a reprint of
Amazing Spider-Man Annual #2, the first meeting of Doctor
Strange and Spider-Man. VG- to VG range.

Dr. Strange #179/180/182 (1969)133

9 issues that reprint early Marvel Comics stories. Overall GD to
GD+. #1 is Filler copy with no back cover.

Marvel Collectors' Items Classics #1/2/4-10 (1965)134

#216 is the first mention of Alfred's last name being Pennyworth.
#218 is a Giant issue. VG to VG+ range.

Batman #216/217/218135

4 Silver Age issues. Superman becomes Ant-Man? #299 has a
Superbaby/Supergirl cover. #296 is VG, #297 is GD+/VG, and
#299 is GD+.

Action Comics #296/297/298/299135a

3rd and 4th appearance of Linda Carter, Night Nurse. #3 is VG-, #4
is VG.

Night Nurse #3 + #4 (1973) Marvel136

#219 and 221 feature Neal Adams covers. #220 has a Carmine
Infantino cover. #219 & #221 are VG, #220 is VG+.

Batman #219/220/221/Neal Adams137

Lot includes an AT-AT, Tie-fighter and several figures from modern
produced series. Overall nice shape. Includes some mail-away
figures. The AT-AT is working with light and sound inside. The
canons do not light up. Overall nice shape. The AT-At and
tie-fighter are a bit dusty.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicle Lot138

#223 is a Giant issue. #226 is the 1st appearance of the Ten-Eyed
Man. Overall VG- to VG range. #225 is Fair.

Batman #223/224/225/226139

#300 is an Anniversary issue. #304 is the 1st appearance of the
Black Flame (Zora Vi-Lar). #300 is GD+/VG-, #304 is VG-/VG, and
the lot is overall GD- to VG.

Action Comics #300/301/302/303/304139a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

#12 is the 1st full appearance and origin of Son of Satan. #18 is
the 1st appearance of Allatou, a demon. VG condition.

Marvel Spotlight #12 + #18/1st Son of Satan!140

First appearance of Parasite. Includes a double-page pin-up of
Superman. VG/VG+ condition.

Action Comics #340/1st Parasite! w/Pinup!140a

1st appearance of Agatha Harkness and the first mention of the
name Franklin Richards. FN/FN+ condition with some stains.

Fantastic Four #94/1st Agatha Harkness141

#228 is a Giant issue. #229 and 230 have Neal Adams covers.
VG/VG+ condition.

Batman #228/229/230142

#3 is the 1st appearance of the Patchwork Man and Abby Arcane.
#7 is the first meeting of Swamp Thing and Batman. #10 is the
final Bernie Wrightson art on a Swamp Thing title. VG-/VG
condition.

Swamp Thing #3/7/10-13/15+16 Batman143

#310 is the debut of Jewel Kryptonite. It enhances the mental
abilities of criminals trapped inside the Phantom Zone to affect
events throughout the universe. Supergirl appears on the covers of
#307 and 313. #308 is GD-, lot is overall GD to GD+/VG-. #310 is
a Filler copy with missing panels and repairs.

Action Comics #306/307/308/310/311/313143a

Includes 9" Kirk figure, classic phaser (works), collector plates, a
1978 magazine with Star Trek fold out poster, large size Captain
Kirk shirt from Kellogg's, 1987 calendar, TV guides and a Pez
dispenser gift set. Items are in overall new condition.

Star Trek/Toy/Collectibles Box Lot144

Full short box of comics starring Superman, Justice League
International, Green Lantern, and more! Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. Comics
range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from GD- on up to NM.
Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box144a

#235 is the 2nd appearance of Ra's al Ghul. #233 is a Giant issue.
#235 is GD+, #231 is VG-, and #233 is VG-/VG condition.

Batman #231/233/235 2nd Ra's al Ghul145

#237 is the 1st appearance of the Reaper. This issue has an iconic
horror cover and story concept inspired by Bernie Wrightson and
Harlan Ellison and features cameo appearances by Marvel
characters including Havok, Thor, Spider-Man and Captain
America, as people in Halloween costumes. #238 is a 100 page
super spectacular that retells the origin of the Doom Patrol. #236 is
VG, #237 is VG, and #238 is VG-/VG.

Batman #237/238/239 1st Reaper + Marvel X-Over?146

LOT #

All 3 have Neal Adams covers. #241 is the first appearance of Dr.
Moon. #239 is FN-, #240 is VF-, and #241 is FN-.

Batman #230/240/241/Neal Adams147

#315 is the 1st appearance Zigi and Zagi. Superman becomes
Flash in #314. #315 is VG+ with staple pop. Overall GD to VG.

Action Comics #314/315/316/317/318/319147a

#242 is the 1st appearance of Bruce Wayne as crimelord, Matches
Malone. #246 has a controversial cover that depicts Robin's
hanging. #242 is GD+/VG-, #245 is VG+, and #246 is VG.

Batman #242/245/246 1st Matches Malone148

Cover art by Nick Cardy, Mike Kaluta, and Dick Giordano. Overall
VG to VG+, #250 is GD.

Batman #247/248/249/250149

Included is a the 1966 Topps reissue trading card set (143 cards), a
Corgi Junior Batmobile, vintage 150 piece puzzle from Whitman
(complete!), Super Powers Robin and Batman figures, Whitman
Big Little Bok, VHS tapes, a mug, cassette tape and Burger King
figure (without cup). The cards have been opened but are in new
condition. Everything else some general play/shelf wear, but is in
overall nice shape.

Batman Vintage to Modern Toys/Collectible Lot150

Al Plastino cover with Wayne Boring story. Appearances by Lex
Luthor and Lois Lane. VG-/VG condition.

Superman #101 (1955) The Rainbow Room!150a

Lot includes #201,204,206,208-210,215,220 and 242. #242 is a
100-Page Super Spectacular issue. VG- to VG+ condition.

Our Army At War Group of (9) #201-242/Sgt. Rock151

#324 features a great Supergirl in a devil costume by Curt Swan.
Overall GD to GD+/VG with some staple pops and loose
centerfolds.

Action Comics #321/322/323/324/325/326151a

#255 is the 1st appearance of Anthony Lupus, a werewolf with a
Neal Adams cover. #254 and 255 are both 100 page super
spectacular issues. #253 has a classic Shadow cover by Mike
Kaluta. Overall VG/VG+, #252 is GD.

Batman #252/253/254/255152

#258 is the first mention of Arkham Hospital, later renamed
Arkham Asylum. All 4 are 100 page issues. VG- to VG+ range.

Batman #256/257/258/259 1st Arkham153

15 comics. 1st Heller and 2nd Losers! Lot includes: Our Fighting
Forces #121,123,127, Star Spangled War Stories #145,146,148,
G.I. Combat #135,142, and Weird War Tales #13,21,24,28,30 (x2)
and 32. Our Fighting Forces #121 is the 1st appearance of Heller
and #123 is the 2nd team appearance of The Losers: Captain
Storm, Gunner, Sarge, Johnny Cloud. VG- to VG+ range.

DC Comics Silver to Bronze Age War Comics Lot154
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LOT #

#260 has a Joker cover by Nick Cardy and #263 has a Riddler
cover featuring the artwork of Dick Giordano. #260 and 261 are
100 pagers. #262 is a giant issue. VG- to FN range.

Batman #260/261/262/263/264155

Supergirl appear on the covers of #330 and #332. #330 is
VG+/FN-, overall GD- to GD+/VG-.

Action Comics #327/328/329/330/331/332155a

Lot includes a new in package Barbie Mary Jane Watson/Parker
wedding figure/doll, a ring, patch, stickers and more. You get all
pictured. New condition.

Spider-Man Toy/Collectibles Box Lot156

Classic cover art by Curt Swan. VG condition.
Superman #146 (1961) Classic Krypton Cover!156a

#266 features a cover and story appearance by Catwoman. Covers
by Dick Giordano, Ernie Chan and José Luis García-López. VG- to
FN.

Batman #265/266/267/269/270/272157

Silver to Bronze Age Dr. Strange! Dr. Strange #183 is the final
issue and has a crossover story arc continues in Sub-Mariner #22
and concludes in The Incredible Hulk #126, leads to the formation
of the Defenders. Marvel Premiere #7 is the 1st cover appearance
of Wong. GD+ to VG overall.

Dr. Strange #182 + #183 + Marvel Premiere #7 + 9158

#17 is the 1st appearance of Madame Masque, previously
introduced as Whitney Frost. #18 is her 2nd appearance. #17 is in
FN condition with stains, #18 is VG+/FN- with stains as well.

Iron Man #17 + #18/1st Madame Masque159

#36 features a fantastic cover by Curt Swan featuring Supergirl,
Comet, Superman and the Fortress of Solitude. Overall VG- to
VG+.

Action Comics #333/335/336/337/338/339159a

All Ernie Chan covers! #279 features a Riddler cover and story
appearance. Overall VG- to VG range, #276 is GD+.

Batman #275/276/277/278/279/280160

1st appearance of the Legion of Super-Villains: Cosmic King,
Lightning Lord, Saturn Queen. VG condition.

Superman #147/1st Legion of Super-Villains!160a

11 issues from the classic Marvel Bronze Age horror comic series.
GD+ to VG overall.

Crypt of Shadows #1-5/8-10/12/13/15 Marvel (1973)161

(2) 12 inch scale figure sets from the Star Wars Collector Series.
Han Solo with Tauntaun and Luke with Wampa. New in packages.
Packages have some light to moderate shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars 12 inch Scale Figure Lot162

LOT #

Iconic cover art by Neal Adams. VG condition.
Superman #233/Iconic Neal Adams Cover!162a

1st appearance of Guy Gardner, Hal Jordan's backup Green
Lantern. CGC graded. Off-white to white pages.

Green Lantern #59 CGC 4.5/1st Guy Gardner163

#345 features an appearance by Alan font from TVs Candid
Camera. #347 is an 80-page Giant. #347 is FN+. Overall GD to VG
range.

Action Comics #341-349 Candid Camera163a

15 copies of the treasury sized comic from 1974 that reprints Action
Comics #1 (1st appearance of Superman). FN+ to VF range.

Action Comics #1 Famous 1st Edition (x15)164

1st full appearance and origin of the Huntress, Helena Wayne.
Marriage of Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle on Earth 2, alternate
reality. FN+ condition.

DC Super-Stars #17/1st Huntress!164a

35 comics from various series. Most are Bronze Age. You get all
pictured. GD+ to VG+ range.

DC Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comics Lot165

10 copies of the treasury sized comic from 1974 that reprints
Sensation Comics #1 (2nd appearance and origin of Wonder
Woman and the 1st appearance and origin of Mr. Terrific and
Wildcat). VG+ to Fan range.

Sensation Comics #1 Famous 1st Edition (x10)166

1st team appearance of S.H.I.E.L.D and Hydra. Nick Fury becomes
an Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. in this issue! FN+ condition with offset
staples.

Strange Tales #135/1st S.H.I.E.L.D./Nick Fury Join166a

Art by C.C. Beck. This treasury sized collector's edition features six
stories starring the Marvel Family, a feature on how to draw the
Marvel Family, a super-size pin-up, a 3-D diorama cut-out, and a
behind the scene feature with C.C. Beck. Guest-starring Mary
Marvel and Captain Marvel Jr. and featuring the evil genius of Dr.
Sivana. 80 pages. VG+ to FN range.

Shazam DC Treasury Edition C-21 (x10) (1973)167

#356, 358 and 359 are Neal Adams covers. The rest are covers by
Curt Swan. Overall GD+ to VG+ with a few as high as Fine.

Action Comics #350-359 Neal Adams/Curt Swan Covers167a

Large scale figure. New in package. Made by Jakks Pacific in
2013.

Star Wars Darth Vader 31 inch Action Figure168

1st appearance of Carol Danvers as Ms. Marvel. VG+ condition
with binding damage. Shows FN+.

Ms. Marvel #1 (1977) 1st Ms. Marvel!168a
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LOT #

47 comics from various series. Most are Bronze Age. You get all
pictured. GD+ to VG+ range.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comics Lot169

Limited Collectors' Edition: reprints Tarzan 207-210; all Joe Kubert
art. Adapts the original Tarzan of the Apes novel by Edgar Rice
Burroughs, which introduced the Ape-Man and told his origin.
Tarzan pinup, crossword puzzle, word puzzle, maze. How to Draw
Tarzan. Joe Kubert fact page. Back cover diorama. 80 pgs.
Treasury-sized. Size is 10 x 13-1/2" (about the size of a Life
magazine). VG+ to FN range.

Tarzan DC Treasury Edition C-22 (x10) (1973)170

1st appearance of the Scarecrow in the Silver Age and 3rd
appearance overall. VG/VG+ condition.

Batman #189 (1967) 1st Scarecrow in Silver Age!170a

#291 has cover art by Jim Aparo featuring Batman's Rogue's
Gallery. Overall VF+, #293 is FN.

Batman #291/292/293 Rogue's Gallery171

#361 is the 2nd appearance of Parasite. #368 features a classic
Carmine Infantino covers. Other covers were done by Neal Adams,
Curt Swan and Ross Andru. #361 is GD+ due to loose pages but
shows VG. Overall GD+ to VG with a couple as high as FN.

Action Comics #360-369/2nd Parasite171a

#294 has cover art by Jim Aparo featuring The Joker. #300 is an
Anniversary issue. #316 is the origin of Crazy-Quilt. VF to VF+
range.

Batman #294/300/316172

#317 has cover art by Dick Giordano featuring the Riddler. #323 is
the 2nd appearance of Tim Fox and features a Catwoman cover.
#323 is FN+/VF-, #317 is VG-.

Batman #317 + #323 Riddler/2nd Tim Fox173

9 paperbacks and 7 hardcover books. Overall nice shape with
some general shelf wear. You get all pictured.

Star Wars Hardcover/Paperback Lot174

#324 has cover art by Jim Aparo featuring Catwoman and Batman.
#326 is the first mention of the name Arkham Asylum, previously
Arkham Hospital. #324 is FN, #340 is VG, and the rest are
VF+/NM-.

Batman #324/326/327/339/340175

#373 is a Giant-Size issue featuring Supergirl. Covers by Neal
Adams, Curt Swan and Carmine Infantino. #373 is GD/GD+
(shows VG-). Overall GD to VG+.

Action Comics #370-379175a

#1 is the 1st appearance and origin of Frankenstein in Marvel
Comics, previously appeared in Atlas Comics. #2 is the 1st
appearance of the Bride of Frankenstein, in Marvel Comics. #8 is
the first meeting and battle of Dracula and Frankenstein in the

Frankenstein #1-5/8/10/13/14/15 w/Keys (1973) Marv176

LOT #
mainstream Marvel comic universe. VG- to FN- range.

#345 is the 1st appearance of Dr. Death in the Bronze Age, a
scientist who develops biological weapons. In issue #354, Dick
Grayson stands-in for Batman. #354 is VF+, lot is overall VG- to
FN-.

Batman #341/345/347/348/354177

#359 is the origin of Killer Croc. #360 is the 1st appearance of the
Savage Skull. #361 features the 2nd appearance of Lt. Harvey
Bullock and the first cover appearance of Jason Todd. #363 is the
1st appearance of Nocturna, a woman afflicted with a disease that
causes sensitivity to light. VF to NM- overall.

Batman #355/356/359/360/361/363/364/365178

Cover art featuring the Beatles, unnamed. Story inspired by the
Sgt. Peppers album artwork that was rumored to symbolize a
Beatle had died. FN- condition with bottom staple pull affecting
cover and three pages.

Batman #222/The Beatles! Neal Adams Cover!178a

12 comics. DC 100-Page Super Spectacular #4 features iconic
cover art by Bernie Wrightson. Also included are Weird Mystery
Tales #2,4,5,7,9-13,15 and 18. VG- to VG range.

Weird Mystery Tales Group of (12) #2-18 + Spectacu179

Curt Swan/Murphy Anderson covers. Overall VG- to VG+ with a
few grading as low as GD/GD+.

Action Comics #380-389179a

5 figures from the Resaurus series. New in sealed packages.
Speed Racer Action Figure Box Lot180

Full short box of comics starring characters like Green Lantern, The
Titans, Superman, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box180a

#366 is the 1st appearance of Jason Todd in Robin costume
without Batman's permission. In issue #367, Lucius Fox appears as
a white man in what appears to be an error by the colorist. In issue
#368, Jason Todd officially becomes the new Robin. VF+ to NM
overall.

Batman #366/367/368 Key Jason Todd181

10 issues. Appearances by Deadshot, Nocturna, Mad Hatter, and
more. VF+/NM condition.

Batman #369-372/376-380/382182

#215 has a crossover story featuring the Golden Age Flash and the
Silver Age Flash. VG- to VG overall.

Flash #186/188/189/193/194/215 w/Golden Age Flash183
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LOT #

Cover art by Curt Swan, Murphy Anderson, Carmine Infantino, Dick
Giordano and Neal Adams. Overall VG- to VG+, a couple closer to
GD.

Action Comics #390-399183a

10 issues. Appearances by Mirror Master, Captain Boomerang,
Catwoman, Two-Face and more. FN+ to NM condition.

Batman #385/388-390/392-394/397-399184

10 copies. Neal Adams Two-Face cover with origin story. VF+/NM
overall.

Batman  Annual #14 (x10) Neal Adams/Two-Face185

Lot includes a vintage Mego figure, Pepsi glass, Superman Gum
72 card reprint set from 1984, 2 vintage puzzles (complete), 2
coloring books, a record album, a couple of mugs, and a
Christopher Reeve 1978 cardboard piece. The Superman movie
coloring book (22" x 17") has not been colored in but has some
tearing,. The Superboy book has some pages colored in. the album
has moderate wear with some scuffs and scratches. The Mego
figure is in nice shape. The figure has tight joints with some minor
paint wear and costume fraying. The Christopher Reeve cardboard
piece is 24 inches tall and has moderate to heavy wear.

Superman Vintage Toy/Collectibles Box Lot186

Iconic cover art by Carmine Infantino featuring the Penguin. VG
condition with moisture damage to bottom half throughout.

Batman #190/Classic Penguin Cover!186a

#21 features a cover reproduction and reprint of Strange Tales #89,
the introduction of Fin Fang Foom. Also included in this lot are
issues #3,18-20,23-25 and 32. VG- to FN range.

Where Monsters Dwell Group of (10) #3-32/Key!187

#400 is an Anniversary issue. Cover art by Curt Swan, Murphy
Anderson, Carmine Infantino, Nick Cardy, Dick Giordano and Neal
Adams. VG to VG+/FN overall.

Action Comics #400-409187a

#400 has classic cover art by Bill Sienkiewicz with a 2-page intro
by Stephen King. #401 is the 2nd appearance of Magpie. #400 is
VF with production crease. Lot is overall NM-/NM.

Batman #400/401/402/403188

All 4 issues of the Frank Miller story arc. #404 is the 1st
appearance of Holly Robinson, becomes an ally of Catwoman.
#405 is the 1st appearance of Carmine Falcone. #407 is the 1st
appearance of James Gordon Jr., the infant son of Commissioner
Gordon. #404 is NM- with a double cover. Overall NM-.

Batman #404/405/406/407 Year One Set!189

Lot includes #17,21,23,24,26,28,29,30,33,46 and 48. #28 features
an iconic cover by Nick Cardy that features art for the main story
titled 'Never Kill A Santa Claus'. VG- to VG+ range,

The Witching Hour Group of (11) #17-48/Key Cover190

LOT #

#408 is the reintroduction and new origin of Jason Todd after Crisis
on Infinite Earths reset the DC mainstream universe. #409 is the
origin of Jason Todd. #410 is the origin of Two-Face. #412 is the
1st appearance of the Mime. NM-/NM condition.

Batman #408-415/Key Jason Todd191

#419 is the 1st appearance of Human Target and has a classic
cover by Neal Adams. #419 is FN-. Overall VG+ to FN.

Action Comics #410-419/1st Human Target191a

The sign measures 15" x 8 3/4" and lights up. The book is in new
condition and is by Martin Pasko with introduction by Paul Levitz.
This book presents a colorful array of historic and
never-before-published memorabilia, including early sketches,
covers, memos, press material, and much more. From a working
reproduction of a 1942 Junior Justice Society of America decoder,
to a series of Public Service Announcements starring Superman
and Batman, to the original pencils and inks for Wonder Woman
#63, this dazzling chronicle contains more than 25 plastic-encased
archival pieces for readers to pull out and examine - all while
learning about the artists, writers, and world-famous super-heroes
that make up the DC Universe. Also includes: Dick Sprang's
Batman: Secrets of the Batcave lithograph; pastel painting for an
unused poster for the 1989 Batman film; 1943 Batman mask from
the Philadelphia Record; Alex Ross' 1996 DC Holiday Card
featuring Superman; ashcan edition copy of Double Action Comics
#2; 1948 Superman promo booklet for a hospital fund; 1960
Batman & Robin postcard; Captain Marvel sticker; DC characters
jam poster originally found in the History of the DC Universe HC;
Wonder Woman 'Reading is Strength' bookmark. Hardcover
(Spiralbound), 13-in. x 10 1/2-in., 192 pages, full color.

Superman Light Up Sign/DC Vault Book192

#416 is the first meeting of Dick Grayson as Nightwing and Jason
Todd as Robin. #417 is the 1st appearance of the KGBeast.
NM-/NM condition.

Batman #416-422/424/425 Jason Todd/KGBeast193

Lot includes #70,72,73,74,76,77 and 84. #73 is the 1st appearance
of the Golden Age Superman in the Silver Age. #74 is the death of
the first Black Canary, later revealed in Justice League of America
#220. VG- to FN- range.

Justice League of America Group of (7) #70-84 w/Ke194

Cover art by Sheldon Moldoff featuring Batgirl and Catwoman.
VG-/VG condition with notable crease front cover.

Batman #197/Batgirl and Catwoman Cover!194a

Complete 4 part story arc. Robin (Jason Todd) dies in issue #428.
NM-/NM condition.

Batman #426-429 Death in the Family195
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LOT #

#421 is the 1st appearance of Captain Horatio Strong, a character
reminiscent of Popeye who gains his strength from an alien
seaweed called Sauncha. #421 is FN-. Overall FN to FN+ with
some as low as VG-.

Action Comics #420-429/1st Captain Strong195a

1st appearance and origin of the Falcon, Sam Wilson, the first
African-American superhero in mainstream comics. FN- condition
with stains and a crease.

Captain America #117/1st Falcon!196

9 Silver to Bronze Age issues. #374 is a Neal Adams cover. The
rest are Curt Swan covers.  VG- to FN range.

Action Comics #374-376/379/380/382-384/388197

7 ornaments including the 1991 Enterprise. Working condition. 6
have original boxes.

Star Trek Hallmark Ornament Box Lot198

Includes the full Year 3 story arc. #436 is the 1st appearance of
Tim Drake, later becomes Robin.  NM-/NM condition.

Batman #430-439/Key Tim Drake/Year 3199

#432 is the 1st appearance of Toyman, Jack Nimball. #432 is FN-.
Overall VG to FN.

Action Comics #430-439/1st Toyman199a

9 comics. Includes the full run of A Lonely Place of Dying (a 5 part
story arc in Batman and New Titans) #442. #442 is the 1st
appearance of Tim Drake in the classic Robin costume. NM-/NM
condition.

Batman #440-443/445-447/Titans #60+61200

Sgt. Fury and His Howling Commandos lot includes
#47,48,51,53,55-59 and 64. GD to VG- range with foxing and
Brittle Pages.

Sgt. Fury Silver Age Group of (10) #47-64201

10 Silver Age issues.  GD to VG with brittle pages and foxing.
Sgt. Fury #36-40 + #42-46202

Anniversary issue. Debut on the 'Batman' title by Neal Adams. VG
condition.

Batman #200/Key Neal Adams!202a

#27 is the origin of Nick Fury's eye-patch and the 1st appearance
of Eric Koenig. #34 is the origin of The Howling Commandos. #. is
the 1st appearance of Corporal Ricketts Johnson and has cover art
by Dick Ayers featuring Hitler. GD to VG- with brittle pages and
foxing.

Sgt. Fury #22-24 + #26 + 27 + #31-35203

#440 is the first artwork on Green Arrow by Mike Grell. #445 has a
cover homage to Flash #123 (Flash of Two Worlds). #440 is FN.
Overall VG+/FN to FN+.

Action Comics #440-449/1st Mike Grell Green Arrow203a

LOT #

Action figure, Mr. Potato Head, plush and more. You get all
pictured. New condition.

Spider-Man Toy/Collectibles Box Lot204

Lot includes issues #390,391,402,412 and 440. #402 is the 2nd
appearance of Man-Bat and the 1st appearance of Francine
Langstrom, wife of Kirk (Man-Bat) who later becomes She-Bat. VG-
to FN range.

Detective Comics Group of (5) #390-440/2nd Man-Bat205

45 comics from 9 different titles that feature color reprints of 1950s
era horror stories by EC. VG- to VG overall.

1970s EC Horror Comic Book Lot of (45)206

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Simon Savage and the
Leatherneck Raiders. #1 is a controversial issue as a Japanese
soldier commits suicide. GD+ to VF range with brittle pages and
foxing on the lower end.

Captain Savage #1-7 Marvel Silver Age207

#456 has a "Jaws" cover. #458 is the 1st appearance of Blackrock.
#471 is the 1st appearance of Faora Hu-Ul, a serial killer targeting
Kryptonian males. #456 is FN+/VF-, #450 is VF-. #471 is FN-, and
the lover is overall FN+ to FN+/VF-,

Action Comics #450-474/Jaws!207a

20 Bronze Age DC Horror comics. Includes
#136,137,139-146,148-150,153 and 155-160. VG- to FN range.

Unexpected Group of (20) #136-160/DC Horror208

Highlights of this lot include: #8 (reintroduction of Supergirl, Kara
Zor-El and 2nd print) and #22 (1st cameo appearance of Batman
Beyond outside of the DC Animated Universe of comic books).  Lot
includes issue #s 1,6,8(2 covers),9,10(2
covers),11-22,26-31,36,37,39,43-45,48-50,57,58,62-68,70,72,79,81
-84 and Annual #1. NM- to NM overall.

Superman/Batman Group of (52) + Annual w/Keys!209

6 figures. You get all pictured. New in sealed packages. Packages
have light to moderate shelf wear.

Star Wars 12 inch Scale Figure Lot210

Reintroduction of Two-Face after being absent from comics since
1954. VG/VG+ condition with one staple (from printer).

Batman #234/1st Two-Face Since 1954!210a

Batman and Robin #1 is the 1st appearance of Professor Pyg
(includes first and 2nd prints). Batman Incorporated #8 is the death
of Robin, Damian Wayne. NM-/NM overall.

Batman and Robin #1-15 + Batman Inc. #8211

#481 is the 1st appearance of Supermobile. #485 has cover art by
Neal Adams inspired by his own cover to Superman #233. #497 is
the first appearance of Microwave Man. #481 is FN, #486 & #497
are FN+, the rest are FN to VF.

Action Comics #475-499/1st Supermobile + Neal Adam211a
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LOT #

#118 and #119 are the 2nd and 3rd appearances of Falcon. VG- to
VG+ range.

Captain America #116/118/119 Early Falcon!212

Lot includes
#650-652,654,655,661,662,667,671-673,685-687,689-699,700(x2),
701-712,713(x2), and 714 (x2). #712 is a solo story featuring
Krypto originally meant to be published four years earlier in
Superman #659. The story is set post-Infinite Crisis, after the death
of Superboy. Krypto recalls adventures he and Superboy had with
one another and the dog's struggle to understand why he can't find
him. NM-/NM overall.

Superman Group of (44) #650-714213

Lot includes Weird Western Tales #10 (millennium edition), #24,
Jonah Hex #35,66,67,75,77,79,80,83,84, Hex #1,10-15, Secret
Origins #21, and 2 copies of Jonah Hex #1 from 2006. Overall NM-
to NM, Weird Western Tsales #24 is GD+.

Jonah Hex Lot of (21) Bronze to Modern214

The origin of Captain America is retold in issue #112. #115 has an
iconic cover art by Marie Severin. #112 is VG- with top staple pop,
#114 is in FN condition with stains, and #115 is VG.

Captain America #112/114/115 Origin + Key Cover215

Lot includes #500-517,534,535,536,541, and 544-549. Overall FN+
to VF/VF+ range.

Action Comics Group of (28) #500-549215a

DVDs, die-cast cars, bobblehead, an XL t-shirt, tie, trading cards
and more. You get all pictured. DVDS are in great shape and the
T-shirt is new and has never been worn. The rest of the items are
in overall excellent condition.

Speed Racer Toys/Collectibles/DVDs Lot216

16 comics. Super DC Giant #24 (first cover appearance of General
Zod). Super DC Giant #5 and 15, DC Special Series #5 (1977),
Super Heroes Battle Super Gorillas #1 (1976), DC Super-Stars
#3,4,10,12,14, and Four Star Spectacular #1-6 (full run) with 2
copies of #1. Most are FN to NM- with a couple closer to GD/GD+.

DC Bronze Age Spectacular/Super-Stars + More217

15 Golden to Silver Age comics Includes comics published by
Atlas, Famous Funnies, Lev Gleason, Deerfield, Dell, and more.
Filler to GD+ range.

Golden to Silver Age Comic Lot218

Introduction of the Lazarus Pit. Neal Adams cover with Denny
O'Neil story! FN+ condition with off-white to cream pages.

Batman #243/1st Lazarus Pit!218a

19 Bronze Age DC Horror comics. Includes
#6-8,11-13,18,22-27,29,32,34,35,38 and 39. VG- to VG+ range.

Ghosts Group of (19) #6-39/DC Bronze Age Horror219

LOT #

30 comics. #583 was written by Alan Moore titled "Whatever
Happened to the Man of Tomorrow?" part 2 and features the 1st
full appearance of Jonathan Elliot, the super-powered baby son of
Superman and Lois in an alternate reality where the Clark Kent
identity was revealed and changed to Jordan Elliot. #595 is the 1st
appearance of Silver Banshee. #598 is the 1st team appearance of
Checkmate: Grace Guiness, Harvey Bullock, Harry Stein, Knight
Two. #583 is VF-, #593 & #595 are VF+/NM-. Overall VF to
VF+/NM.

Action Comics #565/571-599 w/Keys219a

Lot includes a 2nd printing of the 1977 souvenir program (second
printing has a semi-glossy pebble-textured cover and matte interior
pages with a pink hue), Ewoks #5,7,11, Droids #3 (x2), 7 and 8 as
well as 6 magazines from various publishers that highlighted the
original movies. FN to VF overall.

Star Wars Vintage Comics/Magazines/Program220

18 comics. Legion of Super-Heroes #1-4 (1973 set), Super-Team
Family #1-7, Superboy Spectacular #1 (1980), Superboy #1
(standard and Whitman variant), 18, 40, 51 and 52. FN to VF
overall.

DC Bronze Age Super-Team Family/Superboy + More221

(6) 12" figures in 2 boxed sets. 1996, Hasbro. New in sealed
packages. Packages have some moderate shelf wear as pictured.

The History of Superman/Batman Figures222

80+ Comics. Includes
#268-305,307-319,322-331,335,336,339-341,343-349,353,354,
Annuals #1-5, Special #1 and Secrets of the Legion of
Super-Heroes #1-3. FN condition overall.

Legion of Super-Heroes + Tales Mega Lot223

#600 (standard and newsstand),
601,602,606,609,617,630,641-681,694-698 and 700. #600 is an
Anniversary issue. #643 has classic cover art by George Perez
inspired by Superman #1 (1939). #643 is VF+/NM-. Lot is overall
VF to VF+/NM- with a few as lower a FN-.

Action Comics Group of (55) #600-700223a

#3 is the 1st appearance of Kanjar Ro. In issue #4, Green Arrow
joins the team. #3 is Fair/GD- and #4 is a Filler copy with loose
cover.

Justice League of America #3 + #4 (1961)224

#5 is the 1st appearance and origin of Dr. Destiny. #6 is the 1st
appearance of Amos Fortune, later led the Royal Flush Gang after
studying "luck glands" and learning to manipulate probability. #8 is
GD+, others are Filler copies with significant flaws.

Justice League of America #5 + #6 + #8225

8 issues. All feature Neal Adams covers except for #156 and #162.
Those issues had Curt Swan covers. VG- to VG+ range.

Superboy #154-159 + #161 + #162/Neal Adams226
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LOT #

Classic battle of Batman and Ra's al Ghul. This issue features an
iconic panel of Batman kissing Talia al Ghul. Cover art by Neal
Adams with a Denny O'Neil story. VF condition with small stain
back cover and off-white to cream colored pages.

Batman #244/Ras al Ghul!226a

#8 is the origin of the Justice League of America. #10 is the 1st
appearance of Felix Faust and Epoch. #9 is GD+/VG-, #10 is
Fair/GD with spine damage.

Justice League of America #9 + #10/Origin227

Lot includes
#700-704,710,714,716,718-721,723,728,733,734,736-741,743-746,
748,750-753,761,768,769,775,777,780,783.785,797,800,810,812,8
13,817,825,829,831,832,833,836 (1st and 2nd
prints),838,841,842,844-847,850,851,858(1st and 2nd
prints),859,860 (standard and Steve Lightle variant),861 (standard
and Mike Grell variant),862 (standard and Keith Giffen variant), 863
(standard and Gary Frank variant),864,865,869 (Soda Pop
variant),874,900 (David Finch and 2nd print Rodolfo Migliari
covers)901-904,957-961,#0,#1,000,000 and Annuals #1-3,5,6,10
and 11. Overall VF to VF+/NM.

Action Comics Group of (99) #700-961+Annuals+More227a

5 books. 4 hardcovers and 1 softcover. You get all pictured. Overall
good shape with some general shelf/storage wear.

Star Wars Book Lot228

#12 is the 1st appearance and origin of Dr. Light. #11 is GD+ and
#12 is a filler copy with loose cover and spine damage.

Justice League of America #11/12 1st Dr. Light229

Lot includes Dead of Night #1,3,5 and Chamber of Chills
#1,2,4,5,6,9 and 15. VG to FN range.

Dead of Night/Chamber of Chills Lot of (10)230

2 Silver Age issues. #15 is VG- with subscription crease, #20 is
GD+ with moisture damage at bottom.

Justice League of America #15 +20231

Annual #4 is the 3rd appearance of Mysterio in costume. Annual
#5 is the 1st appearance of Richard Parker and Mary Parker, the
parents of Peter Parker. Annual #8 is the first reprint of the Shocker
and Kingpin's first appearance (ASM #46 and #50), Annual #15
has a classic story called Spider-Man Threat or Menace? Annual
#21 is the marriage of Peter Parker and Mary Jane Watson
(newsstand edition). #4 is GD+, #5 is VG+, #8 is FN+/VF-, #15 is
VF-, and #21 is VF.

Amazing Spider-Man Annual #4/5/8/15/21231a

Iconic cover art by John Romita Sr.. FN condition with stains.
Amazing Spider-Man #75/Iconic Cover232

LOT #

Lot includes #193,194,196,202,203,206-213,215-220,222-224, and
227-229. VG- to VG+ range.

House of Mystery Group of (26) #193-229/DC Horror233

Included is a 7 inch scale figure from the Last Son DC Direct
series, a fine pewter figure from the late 90s and a Smallville Silver
Age PVC figure set. All items are new in sealed packages.

Superman Figure/Toy Box Lot234

#23 is the 1st appearance of Queen Bee, leader of hiveworld Korll.
#23 is VG-, #25 is VG.

Justice League of America #23 + #25235

#282 features the Marvel 25th Anniversary specialty border. Peter
asks Mary Jane to marry him in issue #290. #278 is VG+, #282 is
FN+/VF-, #283 is VF, #284 is VF, #285 is VF, and #289 is VF.

Amazing Spider-Man #278/282/283/284/285/289235a

#27 is the 2nd appearance of Amazo. #26 is GD+ with spine
damage, #27 is VG/VG+ with bottom staple pop.

Justice League of America #26 + #27/2nd Amazo236

47 comics from various series. Most are Bronze Age. You get all
pictured. Fair to GD+/VG- range.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comics Lot237

#29 is the 1st team appearance of the Crime Syndicate of America
(Ultraman, Owlman, Power Ring, Super-Woman and Johnny Quick
II). Hawkman joins the JLA in issue #31. #29 is GD to GD+, #31 is
GD+.

Justice League of America #29 + #31238

#32 is the 1st appearance of Brain Storm. #32 is GD, overall VG-
to VG.

Justice League of America #32-35/1st Brain Storm239

#245 is the 1st appearance and death of the second Hobgoblin,
Lefty Donovan. In issue #259, Spider-man returns to his classic
costume. All 4 comics in this lot are newsstand editions. #245 is
FN+/VF-, #251 is FN+/VF, and the two copies of #259 are VG+
and FN+ respectively.

Amazing Spider-Man #245/251/259 (x2)239a

22 books! Included are 9 hardcovers and 13 paperbacks. Overall
good shape with varying shelf/storage wear as pictured.

Star Trek Vintage Hardcover/Paperback Book Lot240

30 comics from various series. Most are Bronze Age. You get all
pictured. Fair to VG- range with a couple as high as VG+.

DC Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comics Lot241

#37 is the 1st appearance of Mr. Terrific in the Silver Age. GD/GD+
to VG+ range.

Justice League of America #36-39/1st Mr. Terrific242

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

This lot includes both parts of the classic tale, Crisis on Earths. #21
is the first meeting of the Justice Society of America and the
Justice League of America. This issue also features the 1st
appearance of Dr. Fate and Hourman in the Silver Age as well as
the first meeting of Green Arrow and Black Canary. #21 is VG-,
#22 is VG-/VG.

Justice League of America #21 + #22/Key JSA/JLA!242a

Secret of Green Lantern's mask revealed. Gil Kane cover. CGC
graded. Off-white pages.

Green Lantern #4 CGC 5.0 (1961)243

In issue #200 Spider-Man's origin is retold and the Uncle Ben's
killer dies.  #201 and #202 feature appearances by the Punisher.
#200 is FN+/VF-, #201 is NM-, and #202 is VF+/NM-.

Amazing Spider-Man #200/201/202 Punisher243a

45+ comics from various series. Includes Richie Rich and other
Harvey comics, Little Lulu, Thirteen Going on Eighteen, Teen-In,
Tippy, Disney, and more. You get all pictured.  GD to VG+ range.

Vintage Kid's Comics Lot/Richie Rich/Disney/More244

1st appearance of the Key. Metamorpho joins the JLA in issue #42.
#40 is VG+ and #41 is VG.

Justice League of America #40-42/1st Key245

Includes a 7 inch scale from DC Comics All-Star Comic Super
Squad series, ornament, ceramic logo box and more. Items are in
new condition

Superman Toy/Collectibles Box Lot246

#43 is the 1st team appearance of the Royal Flush Gang. #45 is
the first appearance of Shaggy Man. #43 is VG-, #44 is VG/VG+
with top staple pop, and #45 is VG.

Justice League of America #43-45/1st Royal Flush247

#195 is the 2nd appearance and origin of Black Cat. Peter Parker
proposes to Mary Jane Watson in issue #182. #182 is FN, #195 is
VF+, and #198 is FN+.

Amazing Spider-Man #182/195/198 2nd Black Cat247a

#46 is the 1st appearance of the Sandman, Wesley Dodds in the
Silver Age and features a classic Story: Crisis Between Earth-One
and Earth-Two. VG-/VG condition.

Justice League of America #46-49/1st Sandman248

#51 is the 1st appearance of Zatara in the Silver Age. #55 is the
1st Silver Age appearance of the Golden Age Robin. #51 is FN+,
#55 is Fair, and the rest are GD+ to VG-.

Justice League of America #50-55/1st Zatara249

1st appearance of Shang-Chi, the Master of Kung-Fu. VG+/FN-
condition with stains and offset cover.

Special Marvel Edition #15/1st Shang-Chi!250

LOT #

4th appearance of the Punisher. Debut of the Punisher's
Battle-Van. 1st appearance of Moses Magnum, controls seismic
activity. VF- condition.

Giant-Size Spider-Man #5 (1975) Early Punisher!250a

24 vintage Gold Key comics. 13 are from the Ripley's Believe it or
Not series and 11 are from the Boris Karloff Tales of Mystery
Series. You get all pictured. VG- to VG range.

Boris Karloff/Ripley's Believe it or Not Comic Lot251

#169 features a  young Frank Miller's letter to the editor. #174 and
#175 include Punisher appearances. #169 is VF, #174 is VF/VF+,
#and #175 is VF+.

Amazing Spider-Man #169/174/175 Punisher251a

14 hardcover books. Most are sci-fi related and 13 have their
original dustjackets. Overall good shape with some varying
shelf/storage wear as pictured.

Sci-Fi Vintage Hardcover Book Lot252

Full short box of comics starring Extreme Justice, Hawk & Dove,
Adam Strange, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box252a

#56 is the Classic battle of the JLA vs the JSA. #60 is GD, #57 is
VG+, and the rest of the lot is GD+/VG-.

Justice League of America #56-60 JLA/JSA253

#64 is the 1st appearance of Red Tornado, previously the Tornado
Tyrant, now inhabiting an android's body and programmed with the
memories of Ma Hunkel. #65 is the 2nd appearance of Starro the
Conqueror. #64 is GD, #65 is GD+, #61 is VG-, #62 is GD, and
#63 is GD+/VG-.

Justice League of America #61-65/1st Red Tornado254

Lot includes #23,24,27,28,30,32,35,42,43,44,46,53,56,57 and 59.
VG- to VG range.

Twilight Zone Group of (16) #23-59/Gold Key255

#161 and 162 are the 1st cameo and full appearance of Jigsaw.
#161 is the first meeting between Nightcrawler and Spider-Man.
#161 is VF-, #162 is FN.

Amazing Spider-Man #161 + #162/1st Jigsaw255a

5 consecutive Silver Age issues. #67 is an 80 page giant. #66 is
VG, #67 is GD/GD+, #68 is VG-, #69 is VG-, and #70 is FN-.

Justice League of America #66-70256

2nd appearance of the Punisher. 1st appearance of Tarantula. FN
condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #134/2nd Punisher/1st Tarantula256a
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LOT #

#73 is the 1st appearance of the Golden Age Superman in the
Silver Age. #71 is VG+/FN, #72 is GD+/VG-, and #78 is VG-

Justice League of America #71-73 G/A Superman257

Lot includes a DC Direct 7 inch scale figure from the 1st
appearance series, lunchbox, a framed textured print based on the
art from the Superman serials (frame is approx. 15" x 12") as well
as some fun toys and collectibles. Overall nice shape. The frame
for the print has some wear.

Superman Toy/Collectibles Box Lot258

#20 is the first solo Morbius story. VG to VG+ overall.
Fear (Adventure Into) #20/21/23 1st Solo Morbius259

#156 is the 1st appearance of Mirage, a villain who uses
technology to create illusions. #153 is FN+/VF-, #154 is FN+, #156
is a Filler copy with missing Marvel Value Stamp (otherwise FN+),
#159 is VG.

Amazing Spider-Man #153/154/156/159 1st Mirage259a

#74 is the Death of the first Black Canary, later revealed in Justice
League of America #220. #75 is the 1st appearance and origin of
the second Black Canary, daughter of the first Black Canary. In this
issue she joins the team. #74 is FN, #75 is GD-.

Justice League of America #74 + #75/Black Canary260

#78 is the introduction of Justice League Satellite. #76 is a giant
issue. #78 is VG-, #76 is GD, #77 is GD+/VG-, #79 is GD-/GD,
and #80 is GD.

Justice League of America #76-80261

Silver Age issues with Sandman and Leader covers. #114 is VG,
#123 is FN-.

Incredible Hulk #114 + #123 Leader/Sandman262

3rd appearance of the Punisher. VG0 condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #135/3rd Punisher!262a

#82 is the 1st appearance of the Earth 2 Batman in Earth One
reality. #82 is VG/VG+, #81 is GD+/VG-, #83 is GD, #84 is VG,
and #85 is VG-,

Justice League of America #81-85263

3 Bronze Age issues. #151 features a classic cover by John
Romita. #150 is VF+, #151 is VG, and #152 is FN.

Amazing Spider-Man #150/151/152263a

7 books and trades. Overall nice shape with some varying
shelf/storage wear as pictured.

DC Comics Trade Paperback/Book Lot264

#87 is the 1st appearance of the Heroes of Angor: Silver
Sorceress, Blue Jay, Wandjina, Jack B Quick. These heroes were
inspired by Scarlet Witch, Yellowjacket, Thor and Quicksilver from
the Marvel Universe. #87 is GD-, #86 is VG, #88 is GD-/Fair, #89
is VG, #90 is GD+.

Justice League of America #86-90265

LOT #

Lot includes Vault of Evil #1-8,10,11,14,16, Uncanny Tales #1-4
and 7. VG-/VG condition.

Vault of Evil + Uncanny Tales Lot of (17) Marvel H266

Anniversary of The Amazing Spider-Man's 100th issue with classic
cover art by John Romita Sr. FN+ condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #100/Classic Romita Cover!266a

#91 is the first meeting of the Golden Age Robin and the Silver
Age Robin. #94 is the origin of Dr. Mid-Nite, reprinted from
All-American Comics #25 and the origin of Dr. Fate, reprinted from
More Fun Comics #67. #93 is a giant issue. #91 is VG+, #94 is
FN, #92 is GD, #93 is VG, and #95 is VG-.

Justice League of America #91-95267

#149 is the 1st appearance of Peter Parker's clone, Ben Reilly who
later becomes the Scarlet Spider. This issue features the origin and
death of the Jackal. In issue #148 the identity of the Jackal
revealed to be Professor Miles Warren. #148 is FN+, #149 is FN.

Amazing Spider-Man #148 + #149/1st Ben Reilly!267a

#96 is the 1st appearance of Starbreaker. #100 is the first meeting
of the Golden Age Wonder Woman & the Silver Age Wonder
Woman. #96 is FN-, #100 is VG+/FN-, the rest are VG+/FN- to FN.

Justice League of America #96-100268

#25 is the 1st appearance and origin of Hannibal King, a detective
and a vampire, ally of Blade. #20 is the 1st full appearance of Dr.
Sun. In issue #19, Blade discovers he is immune to vampirism
because he is part vampire. #18 is the first battle of Dracula versus
Werewolf By Night, part one of a two-part crossover continuing in
Werewolf By Night #15. VG to FN+ range.

Tomb of Dracula #18-21/23/25/27269

12 inch scale statue. Cold-cast porcelain. Limited to 2800. Comes
with CoA. New condition. Box has some shelf wear as pictured.

Superman Man Vs. Machine 1998 Statue270

Full short box of comics starring the X-Men (and their associated
characters) in an X-Men themed short box! Graphic box is used.
Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic
scratches, may be present. It includes various incarnations of the
iconic superhero team, all modern. Precise quantity not counted
and can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc.
See photos for more information. Comics are overall VF to NM,
with though some may grade lower. You get all pictured.

Uncanny X-Men Short Box270a

1st appearance of Thanos, Eros (Starfox), Drax and more! VG
condition with stains.

Iron Man #55/1st Thanos + Drax!271

#144 is the 1st full appearance of Gwen Stacy's clone. #144 is
FN-, #145 is FN+, #146 is VG+, and #147 is VG+.

Amazing Spider-Man #144/145/146/147 1st Gwen Clone271a
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LOT #

#107 is the 1st team appearance of The Freedom Fighters. In
issue #102, Red Tornado destroyed. Phantom Stranger joins the
JLA in #103, Elongated Man joins the JLA in #105 and Red
Tornado joins the JLA in issue #106. #107 is VG+, lot is overall
VG-/VG to VG+/FN.

Justice League of America #101-109272

Iconic cover art by John Romita Sr. GD+ condition with centerfold
and two more pages loose.

Amazing Spider-Man #75/Classic Romita Cover!272a

#12 is the 2nd appearance of Blade. In issue #17, Blade is bitten
by Dracula. VG to FN overall.

Tomb of Dracula #11/12/14/16/17 2nd Blade!273

#110 is the 2nd appearance of John Stewart. #111 is the 1st team
appearance of the Injustice Gang of the World. #113 is the 1st
appearance of Sandy the Golden Boy as the new Sandman. #116
is the 1st appearance of Golden Eagle. #110 is VG-, #111 is FN-,
#113 is FN-, #116 is FN-. Rest are overall VG to FN-.

Justice League of America #110-119274

#123 is the introduction of Earth Prime. #129 is the destruction of
Red Tornado. VG to FN range.

Justice League of America #120-129275

#141 is the 1st appearance of the second Mysterio, Dan Berkhart.
#142 is the 1st cameo appearance of Gwen Stacy clone. #143
features the first kiss between Peter Parker and Mary Jane
Watson. #144 is FN-, #145 is FN+, #146 is VG+, #147 is VG+.

Amazing Spider-Man #141/142/143 Key Mysterio275a

Lot includes a 7 inch scale figure from the DC Direct Wonder
Woman series, vintage Pepsi glass, funk pop, pea dispenser,
Burger King premium cup, Super Powers figure and a Justice
League die-cast mini figure. Package items are new. The other
items are in overall nice shape with some minor shelf/play wear as
pictured.

Wonder Woman Vintage/Modern Collectibles Lot276

Early appearance of Mysterio with cover art by John Romita Sr.
VG-/VG condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #66/Early Mysterio!276a

#2 is the 2nd appearance of Dracula. #3 is the 1st appearance of
Rachel Van Helsing and Taj Nital. #7 is the 1st appearance of
Quincy and Edith Harker. VG- to VG overall.

Tomb of Dracula #2/3/6/7/8277

#135 is the 1st and last appearance of Shazam's Squadron of
Justice. The cover art on issue #137 implies Superman and
Captain Marvel battle but they do not. #138 is the 1st appearance
of Green Lantern of the 73rd Century. FN to VF range.

Justice League of America #130-139278

LOT #

2nd full appearance and 1st cover of Kingpin. 1st appearance of
Robbie Robertson. VG condition with foxing and subscription
crease, appears FN at a glass.

Amazing Spider-Man #51/2nd Kingpin/1st Robbie Robe278a

#140 is the 1st team appearance and origin of the Manhunters.
#142 is the 1st appearance of Willow, the DC version of the
Avenger known as Mantis. #143 is the 1st appearance of Mark
Shaw as the Privateer, previously appeared as Manhunter. #145 is
the resurrection of the Red Tornado. Hawkgirl joins the JLA in
issue #146. Also included is 1st Issue Special #5, the 1st
appearance of the fifth Manhunter, Mark Shaw, later becomes the
Privateer, then the leader of Leviathan. All of the JLA issues are
giant size. FN+ to VF range.

Justice League of America #140-149 + Bonus279

#130 is the debut of the Spider-Mobile and the first cover
appearance of the Jackal. #139 is the 1st appearance of Grizzly.
#140 is the 1st appearance of Gloria Grant.  #130 is GD+, #139 is
VG-, and #140 is VG+.

Amazing Spider-Man #130/139/140 1st Spider-Mobile279a

#64 is the 1st appearance of Barney Barton, Clint's brother who
later becomes the villain Trick Shot. #75 is the 1st appearance of
Arkon, a warrior from an alien planet and an ally to the Avengers.
VG- to VG+ range.

Avengers #61/64/74/75280

1st appearance of the Kingpin, Wilson Fisk. Story includes the
iconic interior panel of Peter Parker walking away from his
Spider-Man suit that is discarded in a garbage can. VG- with
foxing, stains, and subscription crease.

Amazing Spider-Man #50/1st Kingpin!280a

Zatanna joins the JLA in issue #161 and debuts a new costume.
#166-168 features a classic battle of the JSA vs the Secret Society
Super-Villains. #171 is the death of Mr. Terrific. #166-168 are
VF+/NM-. Overall VF to VF+/NM-.

Justice League of America #150-174281

Large box lot of toys and collectibles from various series. Includes
a Super Power Green Lantern figure, various package toys, pea
dispensers, a Michigan J. Frog ornament, Family Guy magnets and
a whole lot more. Overall nice shape!

Pop Culture/Comic Toys/Collectibles Lot282

2nd appearance of Mary Jane Watson. 3rd appearance and origin
of Rhino. VG-/VG condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #43/2nd Mary Jane/3rd Rhino!282a

Firestorm joins the JLA in issue #179. #189 and #190 have classic
cover art by Brian Bolland featuring Starro the Conqueror. #193 is
the 1st team appearance of the All Star Squadron. #189-190 are
VF+, lot I overall VF to VF+.

Justice League of America #175-199283
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LOT #

#124 is the 1st appearance of Man-Wolf. #125 is his 2nd
appearance. #124 is FN+/VF-, #125 is FN.

Amazing Spider-Man #124 + #125/1st Man-Wolf283a

Annual #6 has a partial reprint of The Amazing Spider-Man Annual
#1, the first appearance of the Sinister Six. #136 is the 1st
appearance of Harry Osborn as the Green Goblin. #99 has
appearances by Johnny Carson and Ed McMahon from the Tonight
Show. #109 is VG/VG+, #136-137 and Annual #6 are GD+. #99 is
GD+ plus with front cover color wash out and back cover damage.

Amazing Spider-Man #99/109/136/137 + Annual #6284

1st full appearance of Mary Jane Watson, final panel. 2nd
appearance of the Rhino. Mary Jane Watson delivers her iconic
line "Face it, Tiger…you just hit the jackpot!". VG- condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #42/1st Mary Jane/2nd Rhino!284a

#200 has a wraparound cover by George Perez. #203 is the 1st
team appearance of second The Royal Flush Gang. #261 is the
final issue in the series. Overall FN to VF/VF+.

Justice League of America #200-261 + Annuals285

23 comics. 6 mini-series. Includes World of Krypton,  Phantom
Zone, Superman: The Secret Years, World of Krypton (1987), The
World of Smallville and the World of Metropolis. VF to VF+/NM
condition.

Superman Bronze to Copper Age Mini-Series Lot286

1st appearance of Rhino. GD+/VG- condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #41/1st Rhino!286a

Kingpin appearances and covers! #84 is VG-, #85 is GD+.
Amazing Spider-Man #84 + 85/Kingpin!287

#123 is the funeral of Gwen Stacy and a battle between Luke Cage
and Spider-Man. #113 is the 1st appearance of Hammerhead.
#112 is a partial origin of Peter Parker, specifically his relationship
with Aunt May and Uncle Ben after the death of his parents. #112
is GD, #113 is GD, #114 is GD-, and #123 is VG+.

Amazing Spider-Man #112/113/114/123 1st Hammerhead287a

Complete set of (4) 7 inch scale figures. New in sealed packages.
Batman the Dark Knight Returns Figure Set288

Iconic Joker cover art by Neal Adams. This issue is credited for
revitalizing the Joker as a homicidal villain instead of a comical
villain. VG- condition.

Batman #251/Classic Neal Adams Joker Cover!288a

20 comics and 1 TPB. Includes Shadow of the Batman #1-5
(1985), The Saga of Ra's al Ghul #1-4 (1988), Batman Returns
movie adaptation, Batman Retroactive (1990s) one-shot, Batman
Black and White #1 (x2), 2,3, Legends of the Dark Knight #0,1,
Shadow of the Bat #0, #35, Batman and Other DC Classics promo
comic and The Dark Knight Returns TPB (5th print). VF to NM-
range.

Batman Copper to Modern Age Comic Lot289

LOT #

In issue #96, the High Evolutionary evolves himself through his
own technology and merges with the eternal cosmos returning to a
physical form in Marvel Premiere #1 (1972).  #94 is GD+/VG-,
overall GD- to GD+.

Tales to Astonish #80/83/84/86/94/96/97289a

1st appearance and origin of the Falcon, Sam Wilson, the first
African-American superhero in mainstream comics. #118 is his 2nd
appearance! #117 is in VG condition with stains, #118 is VG/VG+
with stains as well.

Captain America #117+#118/1st Falcon!290

This issue is the debut of new power, Spider-Man displays
incredible strength. Classic Steve Ditko cover. GD/GD+ condition
with subscription crease and foxing.

Amazing Spider-Man #33/New Power/Ditko Cover!290a

Lizard, Chameleon and Electro appearances and covers! VG to
VG+ overall.

Amazing Spider-Man #76/80/82291

#98 has a drug addiction plot. Spider-Man visits London in issue
#95. #89 is VG+, #95 is VG, #98 is VG, and #107 is VG+.

Amazing Spider-Man #89/95/98/107  Drug Issue291a

27 comics. Includes the Kents #1-12 (set), Collector's Edition
Superman and Spider-Man, Superman Through the Ages,
Superman the Man of Steel Gallery, Superman 10 cent Adventure,
Superman vs. Lobo, Superman and Bugs Bunny #1-4, and
Superman Secret Origin. VF+ to NM range.

Superman Modern Age Mini-Series + More Lot292

Iconic cover art by Todd McFarlane. NM- condition.
Batman #433/McFarlane Cover!292a

8 trades and 8 prestige format comics. Includes The Dark Knight
Returns TPB (1st print), Black Casebook, Batman Chronicles
Volume 1, Superman Time and Time Again, JLA A League of One,
Superman Sacrifice, History of the DC Universe Book One and
Two, World's Finest #1-3 and Superman Aliens 1-3 (set). Batman
Returns is VF, overall VF to NM-.

DC Trade Paperback/Prestige Format Lot293

Lot includes #1,3,5,6,9,10,11,12,13,17-19 and Annual #1. #1 is the
1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals and The
Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and Margo
Damian. #3 is the 1st appearance of Sersi. The rest contain many
other first appearances and/or notable events.  # is GD, #3 is FN,
#15 is GD, and the rest of the lot is overall VG+ to FN/FN+.

The Eternals #1/3/5/6/7/9/10/11/12/13/15/18/19 + A293a

12 inch figure. Figure is in excellent condition. The package was
opened. Packaging has wear as pictured.

Star Wars 12" Boba Fett Figure Trilogy Collection294

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.

http://www.proxibid.com/b2pcollect!
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

2nd appearance of Curt Connors in human form throughout - does
not turn into the Lizard again until The Amazing Spider-Man #44.
GD/GD+ condition with subscription crease and foxing.

Amazing Spider-Man #32/Key Lizard!294a

#73 is the 1st appearance of Silvermane and Man-Mountain Marko.
#71 features a classic Quicksilver cover. #73 is VG+, #71 is
GD+/VG-, and #74 is VG-.

Amazing Spider-Man #71/73/74295

#81 is the 1st appearance of Kangaroo. #72 is GD, #81 is VG-,
#82 is GD, and #84 is VG.

Amazing Spider-Man #72/81/82/84 1st Kangaroo295a

Lot includes a vintage mini comic book. The Lionsgate reprint of
Amazing Spider-Man #129 (1st Punisher), Hulk #144,152,153, hulk
Special #4, Marvel Milestone editions of Amazing Fantasy #15,
Amazing Spider-Man #1, Amazing Spider-Man #!29, Marvel Age
#54, What If Vol. 1 #24, 30, What If Vol. 2 #21 and The Hulk
magazine #12. Overall GD/VG to FN .

Marvel Vintage Comic Lot296

1st appearance of Ned Leeds, later becomes the third Hobgoblin.
3rd appearance of Sandman. 4th appearance of Kraven the Hunter.
GD condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #18/1st Need Leeds/3rd Sandman!296a

First meeting of Spider-Man and the Avengers. 2nd appearance of
Kang the Conqueror and Wonder Man. CGC graded. Off-white to
white pages.

Avengers #11 CGC 5.5/Spider-Man!/2nd Kang297

9 comics! #1 is the first ongoing Black Panther solo title and
features the 1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little
and Princess Zanda.  Overall FN+ to VF-.

Black Panther #1 (x3) #3 (x3) #4 (x3)297a

38 vintage comics horror magazine and a Star Wars Marvel Special
Edition (oversized). Also included are X-Force #1,2 and Superman
Annual #7 (all modern, all NM). A variety of titles from mostly indie
publishers in the Bronze Age. You get all pictured. Overall Fair to
FN.

Vintage Comic Book Lot - All the Rest298

1st appearance of Morbius the Living Vampire. FN+/VF- condition
with spine roll.

Amazing Spider-Man #101/1st Morbius!298a

1st appearance of Blade! VG condition with stains and creases.
Tomb of Dracula #10/1st Blade!299

New in sealed package. Made by American Muscle.
Speed Racer Mach 5 1:18 Scale Die-Cast Car300

1st appearance of Ra's al Ghul and the 2nd appearance of Talia al
Ghul. Neal Adams cover with Denny O'Neil story! FN+ condition.

Batman #232/1st Ra's al Ghul/Neal Adams Cover!300a

LOT #

Lot contains all of the issues between #0 and 130 except for
#74,76-78,80,81,83,104 and 105. #4 is the 1st appearance of
Bloodsport. #75 is a polybagged version of the Death of Superman.
The bag is still sealed. #123 is the debut of Superman's blue
electric suit. #99 is a DC Universe logo in the UPC code box
variant. #4, #75, and #99 are VF+/NM-. Overall VF to VF+/NM-.

Superman Group of (122) #1-130 + #0301

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.

http://www.proxibid.com/b2pcollect!

